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I INTRODUCTION 

This investigation of paraprofessionalism is intended to set forth 

the salient issues of the phenomenon as reflected in current literature and 

as revealed in original research ,.,ork conducted for the study. Before 

proceeding hmo1ever, a comment on the term "paraprofessional" is necessary. 

The· term itself is a "salient issue". It has as yet no clear and 

consistent meaning, nor, for that matter, does any one term have universal 

acceptance. The various general terms in common use include, in addition to 

paraprofessional, subprofessional, professional aide, nev7 professional and nev1 

careerist, and for each individual occupational field, there are a variety 

of specific terms in use. For the sake of clarity, this paper will use the 

term "paraprofessional" or the prefix "para'' throughout, by which will be meant: 

a person who performs, for pay, sub-sections of 
work previously performed by professionals for 
vlhich full and traditional training is not 
necessary or "10rk that expands the scope of 
professional service.l 

As will become clear in later discussion, this definition omits 

aspects that some consider crucial to the concept, such as indigeneity, career 

ladder, human service, or supervision. Ho"1ever, these concepts are still very 

much matters of debate, and so a definition has been chosen that is broad 

enough to encompass most of the forms of paraprofessionalism as they actually 

occur. 

The one major limitation contained in the definition to be employed in this 

paper is that referring to v10rk for pay. The investigation excludes volunteers. 

Initial inquiries led to the determination that paid paraprofessionalism and 

1. Adapted from Lynton, "The Subprofessional", 196 7. 
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volunteerism are t\"10 different concepts, \vith different historical 

developments, involving different "actors," performing different roles 

\"lith different motivations, and often raising different issues; in short, 

a study of volunteerism is a separate study. In addition to conceptual 

differences, hovrever, there are other problems involved in including 

unpaid paraprofessionals as a subject of investigation. Data on volunteers 

tends to be more elusive, less formal. More often than not, unpaid para

professionals work p~rt-time rather than full-time, so part-time in fact, 

that it borders on the casual. The determination of who is an unpaid para

professional, with the emphasis on "professional" and who is simply unpaid 

is often impossible to make (for example, the vicar,1:s wife who regularly 

helps local families in the neighbourhood; the teen-age "candy striper" 

at the hospital, etc.). Using the presence or absence of training as a 

criterion is unsatisfactory because even "formal" unpaid paraprofessionals 

very often receive no training. The one possible exception in this regard 

is the unpaid paraprofessional in the field of law enforcement. There will 

be further reference to the volunteer police paraprofessional in a later 

section. 

The paper will begin with a survey of issues common, to a greater or 

lesser degree, to paraprofessionalism in all occupational fields. This 

will be followed by sections providing a more detailed look at selected 

occupational fields: medicine, law, education, social \vork (including 

correctional, health, and psychiatric social service) and other occupations. 

The next section will deal with paraprofessionalism in law enforcement. 

The final section will provide a summary and conclusion. 
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II ISSUES IN PARAPROFESSIONALISH 

Rationale: Historical development and ohjectives 

Beginning \vith the \videspread urban unrest of the early 1960's in 

the U.S., there has been a grmving movement·--· in government, housing, welfare, 

the environment, etc. to involve the citizen more closely in the planning 

and operation of all social services. The recognition of inadequacies in service 

delivery to certain segments of society, a recognition prompted by the unrest, 

called at tent ion to the absence of this segment from the decision-making and 

service delivery process. The pre-1960's conception, in which the professional 

unilaterally offered a service to the client gradually gave w1y to the idea 

that the involvement and participation of the client is essential. This has 

been reflected in the grmving trend tmvard cHizen advisory boards, citizen 

participation schemes, and also in the grm·ring strength of consumer groups 

and other "Common Cause'' -· types of organizations. The notion became firmly 

entrenched that the consumer of the product, be it a service, a facility, or a 

manufactured item, had to be represented in some way in the genesis of that 

product. 

Against this general hackground the av1areness grew, simultaneously but 

more or less independently in the fields of medicine, lmv, teaching, laVJ 

enforcement and the social service professions, in the mid 1960's that there 

\vere serious inadequacies in service delivery for some sub-groups of the potential 

client population. The poor, the minorities, the elderly, and the geographically 

remote had no voice in the system and indeed vrere found to be largely overlooked 

or misused hy the system. The level of services provided for, and taken up by~ 

these groups vms distressinp,ly lmq. 



This factor inadequate service delivery - - constttuted the main 

:Lmpetus for the development of paraprofess:Lonal level jobs in the vartous 

occupational jobs. 
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The reasons put forth for the difficulttes in proviston of adequate 

services \ve<re many : 

a) perceived manpov1er shortages among professionals. 

In the 1960 1 s manpower shortages w~re felt to he accute and Here 

forecasted as worsening in all professions. Increasingly larger 

numbers of trained people \vould be required to meet the needs of 

the population in the coming decades, according to predictions 

of the mi.d-1960 1 s. Realistically, 1.t \vas not expected that public 

or private funds could be made available to train and hire all the 

professionals that would be needed. 

h) class llarriers bet\<Jeen professional and client groups. 

It Has felt that professionals, who vmre drmm almost exclusively 

from the middle classes, could not relate effectively Hith lower 

class client groups. Becatwe of different sets of values ancl 

cultural standards, there Has difficulty in communication between 

the professional and client groups. Professionals were ill-equipped 

to reach and serve certain kinds of people. Jvlutual suspicion 

and hostility under these circumstances were inevitable, thus 

leading to further breakdowns in service. 
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c) increasing organizational complexity 

The trend amongst professional jobs was for more m1d more time 

to be spent in consultation, supervision and administration 

and consequently less time in direct service with the cl:lent. 

Paper-w·ork demands on professionals -vms forcing them into a state 

further and further removed from the client. 

d) increasing task specialization 

The gro-v1ing complexity of professional knowledge led to increasing 

specialization of training and practice, The result was two-fold: 

professionals were less ,,Tilling to spend time on duller, less 

challenging tasks; and it became too expensive to devote professional 

time to the less demanding and less desirable work, both of which 

led to increasing unavailability of services. 

The answer to these problems \vas, in part, the paraprofessional. A 

number of advantages vJere expected to accrue. ny hiring less than qualified 

people to perform entry-level jobs, agencies could meet their manpo·wer needs 

in an economically-feasible manner. Ry recruiting indi.genous people to \vork 

in their oHn communities, agencies w-ould he able to reach and serve the 

previously unreached, unserved groups, because the nmv paraprofessional ·with his 

better understanding of the client group would serve as a "hridge" bet-vmen 

professional and client. He \·muld interpret client needs to the professional, 

and professional positions to the client. In so doing, he would effect 

meaningful, institutionalized change in the attitudes of both groups. The 
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presence of paraprofessionals would also permit agencies and professionals 

to return to a more direct service orientation, either hy paraprofessionals 1 

taking over the paper work, thus freeing up the professional for more 

client contact, or by performing the direct service work himself. And 

finally, the paraprofessional could take on the less difficult, but nonetheless 

necessary, tasks that the professional is umv-illing or unable (because of time, 

cost or inclination) to perform. The paraprofessional would not only perform 

the. simpler tasks but also significant new functions that perhaps used to be 

performed by professionals in simpler times or that should not be performed 

by professionals at all - - for example, the more subjective functions related to 

the paraprofessional's special role. The paraprofessional would have more (and 

cheaper) time to spend on evening visits, or long tutoring sessions, or personal 

chats. Distance and objectivity may be not only inevitable but also valuable 

for the professional. The paraprofessional could take on the snhjectivity that 

is inappropriate for the professional. In short, the paraprofessional would improve 

and broaden the nature of services. 

There was another major reason, in addition to improved service delivery, 

that Has advanced as a rationale for the creation of paraprofessional--level 

jobs this vJas the eradication of poverty. The use of paraprofessionals as 

a strategy in the war against poverty \·ms one of the essential ingredients of 

the New Careers movement, the ideology for \vhich \vas largely providP.d by a 

book published in 1965 titled "Nevr Careers for the Poor" (Pearl and Riessman). 

It proposed that hiring the poor to serve the poor ~·ms a fundamental approach 

to poverty. In this view, the content of j ohs derives not from poor people's 

assumed lack of talent, but from those skills acquired by virtue of being poor. 

The fight against poverty 'vould he ~.;raged by providing poor people uith career 
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ladders so that they may begin in nonprofessional j ohs and move up to 

professional or administrative stat us, throuRh a combination of Hork 

experience, on-the·-j ob training, and time release for formal education. The 

idea was to provide people Hith employment first and diplomas later. For 

Riessman, the crucial aspects of paraprofessionalism \vere indigeneity and 

up\-mrd mobility, because the main goal \vas to produce meat'!.ingful .i ohs for 

people \vho need them. In this model, improved agency services is seen almost 

as a by-product, albeit an inevitable and desirable one, of paraprofessional 

development, for the same reasons out lined earlier (i.e. freeing up of 

professional time, improved inter-class communication, etc.) Seen from the 

New Careers approach, paraprofessionalism would have a great "multiplier effect" 

in that it not only lifts the direct actors out of poverty but also affectR 

the various personal psychological dimensions of poverty and has additional 

benefits in providing significant potential for improved service and real 

institutional change. 

The anti-poverty rationale for paraprofessionalism has not gone 

unchallenged. Lynton2 has objected that in the fields of health, teaching 

and social services, the goal too often has been .i ob creation for the poor, 

and the appeal has been on the basis of humanitarianism rather than on \vorker 

effectiveness. As humanitarians, agencies have responded with temporary 

and make-work jobs. As employers, they have not considered it in their 

interest to hire on a permanent basis the Harkers produced by such projects. 

2. Op. cit. 



It is important to vimv paraprofessionals as a manpmver resource \·7ith 

potential for extending the range and quality of services, not as a means 

for providing the poor with jobs. 
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Not only has the anti-poverty "angle'' been attacked, but also the 

bridging concept, and from several directions - - from those who think that 

indigenous people should provide a bridge, and those ~vho think they should 

not. 

Beginning with the latter, some assert that bringing the client into a 

malfunctioning system only serves to perpetuate the system, not change it. 

The loVT-income paraprofessional is employed only to deflect the militancy of 

cmmnunity groups - - "the indigenous stool pigeon". The bridging concept 

is nothing more than co-optation. 

Then there are critics. who feel sympathetic toward the idea of the 

indigenous person providing a bridge, but feel that the bridging concept 

is an unreasonable expectation. Those v7ho are interested in a paraprofessional 

career are upvmrd oriented and eager to identify as professionals. Those who 

have a chance to escape poverty do not want to maintain an identification with 

their less fortunate fellmvs. 

Indeed, there are many authorities who do not accept the rationale 

for paraprofessionalism at all. Hany continue to believe in the concept that 

only the expert can deliver services, and that mast professionals are capable 

of understanding the poor. This paper v7ill not at tempt to deal w·i th such 

general opposition to paraprofessionalism but will, further dm-m, discuss specific 

objections and problems related to the implementation of paraprofessionals. 
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In sum, then, the major general goals shared by the paraprofessional 

movement in all fields were to improve service delivery - - by easing manpower 

shortages, improving client/agency understanding, and becoming more client-

oriented - - and to reduce poverty. 

Restructuring of Service Delivery 

In addition to similar history and goals, the paraprofessional 

movement in all fields is deeply involved with the re-structuring of entire 

service delivery systems. For many professionals, an important major 

assumption was that traditional concepts and systems could be maintained intact, 

simply by fitting the paraprofessi.onal into the already existing structureof service 

delivery. nut the phenomenon of paraprofessionalism is not an isolated 

development. It is part of a larger re-structuring scheme that v7ill probably 

affect how all services will be made available to the public in the future. 

The overriding concern is: llow can finite resources be made to reach and service 

the maximum number of people in need? Traditional methods of service delivery are 

being re-ex~lined. Job tasks in all professions are being re-assigned. At present, 

the re-structuring process is largely theoretical but in each profession it points 

to a basic re-distribution of pmmr and responsibility. Teachers are less and 

less the sole authority in the classroom; dentists less the sole dispensers of 

dental care; and social ~vorkers have less and less sole responsibility for case 

\vork. Resistance - - organizational and professional - - exists. There is always 

resistance to attempts at broad social and institutional change. Resistance is 

3 
"inevitable", according to Pruger and Sprecht. An organizations 1 

traditional modus operandi becomes, not a means to an 

3. Robert Pruger and Harry Sprecht, 11Establishing Nev7 Careers Programs: 
Organizational Barriers and Strategies", Social Hork, October, 1965, p. 21. 
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end, but the end in itself, Rules become sanctified, the moral or right 

thing to do. The individual professional, himself, has an urge to maintain 

a clear distinction betvH~en those ~oJho receive and those vJho give, "the 
II 

allocation of privilege. But, as professional associations in most 

fields are telling their members, existing structures and relationships will 

not endure indefinitely. There ~oJill ahmys he change and the only questions are: 

how will that change come about; \oJho \vill initiate the change; \·Jhat form 

will the change take. Later sections will describe in greater detail the 

specific systems, of vJhich paraprofessionals are only one part, envisioned 

in each field, The point to be made here is that the restructuring of service 

delivery systems is a general trend common to all fields as a conconunitant 

of the paraprofessional phenomenon. 

GroHth of Paraprofessionalism 

The third major point to raise about the paraprofessional phenomenon is 

its rapid grov1th. It is, most definitely, "catching on". In the U.S., where 

paraprofessional projects in many fields are federally financed and often backed 

by federal legislation mandating or encouraging the creation of paraprofessional 

jobs, the phenomenon has been growing at a remarkable rate since it first 

appeared about ten years ago. ''Paras 11 are being suggested for almost every 

profession. 
11 

There are an estimated 1, 000,000 paid paraprofessionals in the 

4, The U.S. President even suggested para--judges to "g-ive judges more time to 
judge" (New York Times, Harch 12, 1971, p.l) 



schools; about 15,000 trained paraprofessionals in medicine; about 30,000 

paralegals employed by the U.S. government alone. 

11 

In Canada, except in the field of education, paraprofessionalism has 

not been developing as quickly, but interest is grovling. For example, the 

Ontario Hinistry of the Attorney General is currently conducting a study 

of paraprofessionals in a variety of occupational fields. The study, which 

is not expected to include lmv enforcement, 'vill be completed in 1978. 

In a recent address to the Canadian Bar Association, the Premier of Saskatchewan 

pointed out the need to develop paraprofessional positions in the legal profession 

in Canada to expand the delivery team for services. In Manitoba there is a 

New Careers project vlhich has been training and placing a limited number 

of paraprofessionals over the past few years. 

Unresolved Problems 

The tremendous grov.rth of paraprofessionalism has been accomplished 

desp~te the persistence of numerous unresolved problems and issues: 

a) tension between professional and paraprofessional 

Sources of tension between professional and paraprofessional are many. Job 

threat is one. Professionals are worried that paraprofessionals may be used as 

cheap substitutes, instead of as supplements. This fear is found amongst 

professionals of every occupation vlhere "paras" 'vere introduced. 

Professionals often resent the intrusion of less-than-fully-qualified 

people taking over some of their jobs. They charge that the introduction of 

paraprofessionals will result in the dilution of standards within the profession. 
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This attitude stems largely from a lack of acceptance of the principles of 

job re-structuring, that different parts of a job can best be performed by 

different kinds of people. 

Just as class differences were found to be a source of difficulty bet,.,een 

professional and client, so the same differences cr.eate difficulties between 

professional and paraprofessional. Paraprofessionals tend to be less educated, 

more often members of minority groups, female, from lm·Jer-class backgrounds. 

As Riessman himself, a strong proponent of the New Careers concept, asks: 

"Can professionals who manifest all manner of difficulties in '"orking v7i th the 

poor, really select, train and supervise non--professionals • . .who have 

themselves come out of the lower-class culture • • . in relating to the 

5 disadvantaged and deprived". 

b) Vaguely defined work roles 

Job duties of paraprofessionals are frequently ill-defined. The lack 

of job definition is not necessarily although sometimes is the result of care-

lessness or poor planning, but rather due to the genuine difficulty of job 

analysis. It is a recurrent theme in the literature. An education administrator 

ponders "Who is a teacher?"6 An attorney asserts "the lm'lyering process has never 

7 
been precisely defined. 11 A doctor admits the "roles and claims of all health 

5. A. Pearl and R. Riessman, "Nevl Careers for the Poor", Ne\'1 York, The Free Press: 
1965' p. 200. 

6. Sterling HcDowell, in "Implications of the Employment of Auxiliary School 
Personnel", Canadian Teachers' Federation, 1974, p. 59. 

7. Joaquin G. Avelon, "Legal Paraprofessionals and Unauthorized Practice", 
Harvard Civil Rights- Civil Liberties Lavl Review, v. 18, 1973, p. 106. 
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professionals are (beset by) unseemly territorial skirmishes. " 8 Hith regard 

to poltce, James Q. Wilson points out "there is no body of generaltzed vTritten 

know·ledge nor a set of detailed prescriptions as to hmv to behave. " 9 

Precise job definition in most fields is an elustve goal. It is a serious 

problem which continues to spin off difficulties. One is anxiety on 

the part of paraprofessionals. It is unsettltng and demoralizing for the 

paraprofessional \vhen he does not know exactly what he is supposed to do. 

Another is increased tension bet\veen professional and paraprofessional. 

There are direct job clashes as a result of vague job definition and 

over--lapptng tasks, and this contributes to the antipathy already described. 

A third difficulty of tmprecise job territories is that of discretion 

how does the paraprofessional knmv when he has reached the limit of his 

capability and therefore of his job responsibility. The paraprofessional's 

judgement as to when to call in the professional is a crui.cal but hard to 

pin-point aspect of his job duties. 

There is a further basic unresolved issue in paraprofessional-level 

job content. Should paraprofessionals be hired to perform the human service 

contact that professionals have been ignoring, or should paras be hired to 

do clerical or other routine tasks, thus freeing up the professional for more 

client contact? The question is really not so simple as it here appears, nor 

is it necessarily an either/or situation. But it nonetheless reflects a 

8. Edmund D. Pellgrino, in "The New Health Professionals," Bliss and Cohen 
(ed.) Aspen, 1977, p.xv. 

9. James Q. Wilson, 11Varieties of Police Behavior'', Harvard University Press 
Cambridge, 1968. 
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recurring problem in the implen1entation of paraprofessionals in every 

field. Frequently this issue is left unclear at the hiring stage. In 

actual operation, paraprofessionals have been doing more of the clerical 

routine work than they expected or like - - as one. teacher's aide put it, 

"more maids than aides". Hhat is at issue is one of the basic tenets of 

paraprofessionalism: that the para is uniquely capable of relating to 

the client. But if the paraprofessional is hired to create and sustain 

these client relationships, to be the client's friend and confidante, 

then what happens to the professional's role? He becomes even more remote 

and alienated. 

Hany professionals readily accept the idea of paraprofessionalism, 

if the paraprofessional takes over the clerical \VOrk. Paraprofessional job 

content stetns often not from the needs of the client hut from Hhatever the 

professional happens not to want to do, ~vhether clerical or client contact. 

Paraprofessionals in all fields are resisting this, regarding the resulting 

w·ork as menial. This continues to be a thorny issue contributing to the 

fuzzy concept of what a paraprofessional is and does. It compounds the 

tension bet't-7een professionals and paraprofessionals, and provides a source 

of job dissatisfaction for paraprofessionals. Paraprofessionals expect to 

do important, meaningful work, helping the client. Typically, though, they 

are relegated to the clerical or dull tasks that nobody wants. 
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c) Paraprofessional dissatisfaction 

Low salary and lack of upward mobility - - "the twin evils" of 

paraprofessionalism 
10 

according to Lynton --- are the recurring complaints of 

people employed as paraprofessionals. Hany paraprofessionals are led to 

expect, during training or recruiting phases, that though they 'vould be 

starting out at lmv salaries, a career ladder was built in to the joh and there was 

a prospect for obtaining better, higher paying, more responsible posit ions. 

Upgrading has not occurred. Although there have been exceptions, tlds remains 

a major problem for paraprofessionals in most occupations. The result is 

li . 1 1 1 ' F ' f ' J l1 1 j c sappo1ntment, mv mora e, even J1t terness. • 1ve parapro ess1ona _s wor c_ng 

in the mental health field have described, in particularJ.y graphic fashion, the 

frustration and anger experienced \vhen they realized this "dark cloud" existed. 

d) trainine; 

As might be expected from the lack of clear job definitions, there 

are fmv agreed-upon training standards within any occupational field. The type, 

duration, content and quality of training vary ,,Jtdely. In some cases, professional 

associations have tried to impose training standards and set training curricula. 

These are not al\vays follmved. Usually, local programs and institutions develop 

their ovm training schedule geared to their mvn specific needs. The result 

is that lateral mohility among paraprofessionals is sharply limited. 

10. Op. Cit. 

11. Roberta B.oyet t:e, \tJilliam Blount, Karen Petavmy, Ethel Jones and Sandra Hill, 
"The Plight of the New Careerist: A Bright Horizon Overshaclmved by a Dark 
Cloud", Amer. J.Orthopsychiatry;, 42(4), July 1972, p. 596-602. 
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Another problem related to training occurs v1hen instruction is offered 

apart from the potential employing agencies. This raises t~vo difficulties: 

jobs are not always available aftenvards; and paraprofessionals 'vho find 

employment often discover they have been either overtrained or undertrained for 

the job. 

e) issues of legality and formal status 

No occupational field has yet completely resolved the problems of certification, 

licencing, or legal liabilities of paraprofessionals. There is little agreement 

amongst professionals or paraprofessionals within a field as to how these issues 

should be handled, and the literature for most fields is replete with argument 

pro and con which will be presented in the following sections. There is little 

discussion of this issue in the literature on police paraprofessionals. This 

is less of a problem for law enforcement, because unlike doctors, teachers, etc, 

fully sworn officers are not licenced or certified anyway, police acts and other 

enabling statutes rarely specify who may or may not be employed as a police 

officer, in tenus of formal qualifications, and legal liabilities are usually 

clearly assigned to the employing agency, be it municipality or other 

governmental level. Civil service rules continue to impede the career 

development of paraprofessionals in many fields including 1~ enforcement, but 

the question here, as in certification, licencing and so on; is: who 

initiates policy. Civil service rules and legislation can be, and have been, 

changed, when the desire to remove such obstacles is great enough. 
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Evidence 

Earlier, the paper described the general objectives of paraprofessionalism: 

1) to improve service delivery by easing manpower shortages, improving client/ 

professional relationships and returning to a greater client orientation 

and state of service availability, and 2) to reduce poverty by employing the 

previously unemployed, 

The paper also described difficulties encountered in the process 

tension between professionals and paraprofessionals, ill-defined work 

roles, paraprofessional dissatisfaction, lack of training standards, and 

legal obstacles. 

Growth of the paraprofessional movement has not '"aited for these 

problems to be resolved. The push towards paraprofessionalism has seemed 

inexorable. The possibilities of meeting manpo"Ter needs and improving services 

have been, apparently, too attractive for agencies to resist. The ready 

availability of funds in the U.S. to institute such programs has contributed 

to its appeal. 

As to whether the expected objectives \'lere achieved or whether ·predicted 

failures materialized, the evidence is inconclusive and sometimes contradictory. 

Hhatever the advantages and disadvantages claimed, little has been proven. 

It has been difficult to prove, irrefutably, that paraprofessionals have 

improved service delivery. Similarly there is no incontrovertible evidence 

to prove, for example, that standards have been diluted or that professional jobs 

have been lost. Huch of "'hat is written about paraprofessionals has been 

v.1ritten by people who are already deeply interested in or committed to its 

development. 
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It is clear that problems, as outlined earlier, exist but this does not equal 

program failure. Objective research studies are not found in ahundanee, 

and certainly tl~- definitive study has not yet been conducted in any field 

and probably never vrill. The methodological problems, not to mention ethical 

problems, involved in doing such a controlled study of the effect of 

paraprofessionals are insoluable. 

Typically studies of program success such as exist consist of seeking 

evaluative oplnions on the part of program staff, professional and para

professional, as to whether or not services have improved. Objective measures 

of level of service delivery or program effeet are infrequent or very 

circumscribed, Even evaluative opinions of client groups are rare. This 

kind of study is mueh more difficult, time~consuming and expensive to do. 

And, the results are often discouragingly inconsistent. Some studies shm1 that 

clients vJelcome paraprofessional services, ancl talk more readily to a "para" 

than a "pro". Others shmv that clients feel slighted Hhen a parap:rofessional 

tries to help them, and \·Jill talk only to a "real" doctor, or social \,rorker, or 

Hhatever. Some studies have shmm that paraprofessionals come to identify 

increasingly vlith professionals; others that paraprofessional identity Hith 

the community intensifies overtime. 

Even such factors as cost-effectiveness have been largely overlooked. 

Frequently, cost-benefit "stucltes" consist in pointing out the lower salaries that 

paraprofessionals receive and concluding t:ha.t the program saves money. But 

if properly used, paraprofessionals should be employed to enrich and augment 

services and therefore may add to total agency costs, This should be 

balanced in turn, by the recognition of potential or actual savings in alternate 

social expenditures. Such comprehensive studies do not yet exist. 
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However, in ten years of operating time, a body of knowledge is 

accumulating. The particular circumstances and forms of effective intervention 

are becoming clearer. For example, in most occupational fields it has been 

found that age and attitudes of professionals are important determinants of 

program success. Paraprofessional programs are more likely to succeed '..rhen the 

professionals involved are young and "1hen they accept the concept of para

professionalism in theory. In the medical field, middle class clients acc~pt 

paraprofessionals more readily than upper or l~er class clients. In all 

fields, the ~re passage of time has been the most important factor in reducing 

professionals'opposition or hostility to a paraprofessional program. 

This section, Issues in Paraprofessionalism, has presented an overview 

of common concerns - - goals, growth, re-structuring, problems, and evidence. 

The next section will take a more detailed look at individual fields to see 

how these issues are manifested in each particular profession. 
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III THE PROFESSIONS 

Hedicine 

12 
The history of the development of paraprofessionals in the field of 

medicine shares in common with other fields a basic recognition of need for 

improvement in service delivery. Beginning in the 1960's the shortage of 

trained doctors became acute. There was increasing awareness of neglected 

areas in health care - - the chronically ill, prevention, patient education, 

health maintenance, and services in remote locations. In the U.S., this 

awareness coincided ~-1ith the increasing availability during the Vietnam Har 

of large numbers of military medical corpsmen ~1ho, upon discharge, had well:.. 

developed skills, but skills that ~mre not immediately transferable to health 

work in civilian life. 

The first effort to train paraprofessionals in medicine involved nurses, 

but the program failed because the national (U.S.) accrediting agency for 

nurses denied accreditation for the course at the time on the grounds that it 

was inappropriate and dangerous for nurses to assume these medical tasks. 

Just how much thinking has changed in the last 10 years is illustrated by the 

present acceptance of the concept of nurses trained to supplement and substitute 

for doctors both in the U.S. and Canada. Such persons operate under the title 

of "nurse practitioners". Discussion will return to this later. 

12. The term "paraprofessional" is never used in the medical field except in 
relation to mental health aides. For the sake of consistency this paper uses 
the term "paraprofessional" but in medicine the terms actually employed are 
"physician 1 s assistant", "physician extender", and "new health professionals", 
or "nurse practitioner". "Paramedic" is a term used to apply to people 
trained for emergency situations only and employed usually by police and fire 
departments. 
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The first successful course to train paraprofessionals in medicine 

began in 1965 at Duke University and enrolled former medical corpsmen, many 

of whom may have had up to 2,000 hours of training in the military before 

entering the course. 

There are currently 56 programs operating in the U.S. to train people 

(with or without military experience) as paraprofessionals in medicine, and 

over 200 programs training nurses for expanded roles, in Canada and the U.S. 

Beginning with the first, there is a wide variety in type and duration 

of training. Courses for former military medics vary in length but average 12-15 

months and end with a certificate. For those ·who were not military medics, 

courses again vary in length from 1 to 4 years, but average about 2 years, 

ending in either a certificate or a baccalaureate degree. Courses are offered 

in medical schools or in universities in non-medical settings, and usually 

include, after formal training, a mandatory one-year (approximately) period of 

clinical internship under a practicing physician in a hospital setting, or in 

any other setting ( prisons, public health centres, etc.) 

Competition for places in paraprofessional training programs is 

high. It is estimated that for each class of 35 students there are 1,000 

applicants. There is a rlg_orous . screening process, patterned after that for 

traditional medical schools. Tuition is high (about $3,000 per year) but is 

heavily subsidized by the U.S. federal government. 

Curricula generally train students to elicit a comprehensive health 

history, perform comprehensive physical examinations, simple diagnostic laboratory 

tests and basic treatment of illnesses, including minor surgery, and to respond 

to commonly encountered emergency care situations. Some also provide training 

in preventive care. 
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Initially, trainees tended to be \vhite and male. Now more and more 

minorities and females are being trained. Host applicants have had some college 

training and almost all have some kind of previous experience in the health 

field (as medical technologists, for example). Average age at graduation is 

30 and many go to work in areas with sparse health care resources. They work 

for doctors in solo or group practice; they \'Tork for clinics, hospitals, nursing 

homes, and other institutions. The average salary in 1975 was $14,300 in the 

first 2 years of employment. All those in a 1975 survey \'Tho had been working 

more than 5 years at that time earned over $15,000, with almost half earning over 

$20,000. There are nov1 about 5,000 paraprofessional medics in practice in the 

U.S., and they are being graduated at the rate of 1200 per year. They have 

formed their ovm association - - the American Academy of Physicians 1 Assistants. 

Training for nurses to become nurse practitioners also varies widely, 

including in-servire 6r formal training, with or ·without internship, offering 

varying qualifications (certificate, masters 1 degree), and lasting anyv1here from 

3 to 24 months. Enrollees are not even ah1ays R.N. 1 s but usually are. 

13 
A recent study of 46 different training programs shmved that all had 

similar content, but the longer the training, the better \vere training goals 

impelmented. Ilmvever the varying admission requirements \vere found to be 

unrelated to program goals achievement. 

Students in these courses, as might be expected, are overwhelmingly female, 

and tend also to be white. They are usually in their early 30 1 s and one survey 

showed that about half are unmarried. 

13. ''Implementation of Goals in the Curricula of a Sample of Pediatric Nurse 
Practitioner.Associate Programs", R.L. Taunton, J.S. Sakumura and J.M.Soptick, 
ANA, Kansas City, 1976. 
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Nurse practitioners often function in a pediatric setting and one 

authority who has been involved in training - - Dr. Henry Silver performed 

studies that demonstrated a pediatric nurse practitioner can replace the 

pediatrician for about three-quarters of his duties. In Canada there are 

several programs which train nurse practitioners to provide services in the 

North. Another common setting is maternity practice. There are now, in all, over 

7,000 nurse practitioners in Canada and the U.S. 

In medicine, as in every other occupational field, traditional notions 

of the division of labour among }ID 1 s and other health personnel and the locus 

of authority and decision-making are being called into question. The previously 

closed precincts of the physician's activities are now being safely and comptently 

entered by other health workers. One health expert quoted in Hapgood, states: 

Fully 80% of illness is functional, and can be effectively 
treated by any talented healer who displays warmth, interest 
and compassion regardless of whether he has finished grammar 
school. Another 10% of illness is wholly incurable. That 
leaves only 10% ~n which scientific medicine - at considerable 
cost - has any value at all.14 

Traditionally all medical tasks, of whatever level, \-Jere deemed to be the 

purview of only fully-qualified professionals. Dependence on the physician 

created severe demands on his time, inflated his value and limited his accessibility. 

Ne\1 systems of health care delivery are being developed as alternatives to present 

patterns which have not resulted in universally available, reasonably priced, 

compassionate accessible care, seven clays a \>leek, twenty-four hours a day, at a 

convenient location to \>There people live. The feeling is gro"~;ling that what is needed 

in health care is someone who will take the time to listen, to explain, to allay 

anxiety. More money and more professionals is not sufficient. The founder1 ~f the 

Kaiser-Permanente system (in the U.S.) has conceptualized a re-design of the 

14~ David Hapgood, "The Average Han Fights Back," Doubleday: N.Y., 1977, p. 49. 

15. S .R. Garfield, in A. Gartner, "Paraprofessionals and their Performance", 
Praeger: N.Y. 1971, p. 78-79. 
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entire health delivery system. At the heart of the ne\oJ organization of 

health services \wuld be a testing centre, from \oJhich people \wuld be referred 

for preventive maintenance, health care, or sick care. Only "sick care" would 

be manned by M.D. 1 s (with paraprofessional assistance). All else ~muld be 

done solely by paraprofessionals. 

Not everyone agrees about the ne~1 role of paraprofessionals. A recent 

AHA manual described the paraprofessional as "still a poorly understood member 

of the health team." It may be that doctors do not \vant to understand. There 

is still a great deal of professional hostility to\-mrd paraprofessionals in 

medicine, despite its rapid growth. As Hapgood rather uncharitably puts it: 

"The doctors vie\ved the (paraprofessional) \vith mixed feelings. He spelled money 

in their pockets if they charged their rate for his lower-paid work 

But on the other hand, could they share the mysteries . • • ?"
16 

Officially, the AMA has endorsed the concept and p1ays a major role in 

accrediting curricula and in certifying paraprofessionals. But as we shall see 

later, a continuing complaint of paras in medicine is lack of acceptance 

and regard by M.D.'s. One study reported in GartneJ. 7 found that younger doctors 

were more favorably inclined toward paraprofessionals than older doctors. This 

suggests that paraprofessionals will be more wlecome in the coming generation of 

doctors than in the present one. 

16. Hapgood, op. cit., p. 71. 

1 7 • Op , cit • , p • 7 8 . 
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The public legal status of paraprofessionals in medical practice is a 

welter of confusion. This legal confusion has not for the most part touched 

nurse practitioners because they are able to function under their nurses' status 

without new legislation. For those paraprofessional medical personnel 

not certified as nurses, there are problems. Many states in the U.S. do not 

permit them to practice at all. In every locality where paraprofessionals now 

practice, amendments to the various medical practice acts have been the means 

of permitting them to function. There is a national certification test for 

medical paraprofessionals but it is currently required in only twelve states out 

of the thirty that have paraprofessionals. 

There is no consensus on the degree of supervision required, even 

though most enabling statutes use the words "under the direction and 

supervision of a licensed physician". Supervision, in fact, appears to be 

one of the most challenging aspects of medical paraprofessionalism and the 

issue of "when to consult" is the key and still unresolved question. The decision 

to consult is in the paraprofessional's hands. Therefore the most important test 

of a para's competence is his ability to judge where his competence ends, and when 

he must call in an M.D •. Studies reported in Bliss and Cohen 18 shm'l that medical 

paraprofessionals tend to err on the side of restraint. But paramedical practice 

is becoming increasingly independent of M.D.'s especially as they become less 

tied to hospitals and structured settings.~ Decentralized and informal neighbourhood 

health care clinics, of a small scale, are more and more frequently the locus of 

practice. In New York City, pediatric nurse practititioners now handle one quarter 

of all patient visits to the city's network of 80 such small health stations. 

18. Op. cit. 
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Three states in the U.S. have now authorized limited indepedent practice for 

medical paraprofessionals. 

Although there have been no medical malpractice suits thus far involving 

paraprofessionals, the liability to the H.D. \•lOuld be greater if he had 

delegated medical acts to paras. Some insurers will not provide coverage 

for paraprofessionals, or for doctors hiring paraprofessionals; others provide 

coverage but at greatly increased rates. 

Clearly the consensus is, at least among insurance companies, that para-

professionals are less reliable and more risky than fully-qualified doctors. 

But the public does not seem to think so. 

There has so far been little opposition or hostility documented from 

the client population. Host client surveys have found high support for the use of 

paraprofessionals. A supervisor of one paraprofessional program reported that some 

problems missed by doctors have been caught by para's, not, in all probability, 

because the para was more skilled but because he had more time to devote to the 

case. The same source reported that a mother \vhose child saw· a doctor because the 

para \vas absent called the para at .home to ask if it vms all right to follmv the 

doctor's advice. 

19 
A 1974 survey of medical paraprofessionals revealed the following problems: 

1. Most paraprofessionals felt that doctors had an "appalling ignorance" of the 

para concept. The paraprofessionals themselves are convinced that they 

can provide more readily available, more efficient and more economical 

medical care, but feel they are not appreciated by doctors or (regular) nurses. 

They especially complained of the reluctance of nurses to accept the 

suggestions or instructions of paraprofessionals. 

19. E.S. Bursic, in Bliss and Cohen, op. cit., p. 195-206. 
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2. The lack of precise legislation on the status and permissible activities 

of paraprofessionals causes problems. The ambiguous and delicate unresolved 

legal questions of licensure and liability make M.D. 1 s wary of hiring para-

professionals. In fact, paraprofessionals, once hired, are still in danger 

of losing their jobs due to charges of practicing medicine ~-1ithout a license 

and this has happened on several occasions. 

The imprecision of enabling statutes leads to arguments over pennissible 

activities. A recent article in the Ne\>7 York Times, ZO fox- example described 

the fight on-going in the State legislature over whether existing regulations 

do or do not allov1 paraprofessionals to prescribe medication. 

3. There is professional discrimination against paras. Many doctors, according 

to paraprofessionals, will not delegate tasks for fear of appearing 

incompetent to their peers. Other doctors resent paraprofessionals on personal, 

emotional grounds. Others, especially nurses, feel a job threat. Uncertainty 

about the paraprofessional role is responsible, say the paras, for this 

hostility towards them. 

4. Paraprofessionals feel that their salary is too low. 

5 ~ There is now a concern that too many paraprofessionals are being turned out, 

making jobs more difficult to get. 

6. Jobs frequently underemploy paraprofessionals. The para is disillusioned 

with the mundane tasks he is required to perfonn, after training programs 

misled him into thinking he could effect real change in the system, do "good 

works'' vlith and for the people, and so on. Some feel they are being used as LPN's 

20. "Physicians' Assistants Face Loss of Right to Prescribe Medication 11
, 

Richard J. Ceislin, Nevi York Times, February 20, 1977. 
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(licensed practical nurses). Others feel exploited-- that M.D.'s 

over-tax them and leave· them to run the show, presumably while they, 

the M.D.'s, make for the nearest golf course. 

Despite the problems, there is little question that paraprofessionals 

in the medical field are here to stay. For all the "cons", the "pros" have it, 

apparently. One study, in 1975, showed that the use of paraprofessionals increased 

the number of patients served an average of up to 25%. Another study, a 

federal evaluation, concluded that paraprofessionals "proved to be an economic 

boon to the physician". Bliss and Cohen point out that though there is plenty 

of data·i to shmv- the extent to v1hich paraprofessionals in medicine can improve the 

balance sheets of private physicians and public hospitals, there is little to 

show the extent to which paras can improve the clinical outcomes of sick people. 

Still, the federal government in the U.S. has invested heavily in the 

development of paraprofessionals in medicine. National legislation passed 

in 19 75 cites as a priority, "the training and increased utilization of 

Physicians' Assistants". Other legislation in 1975 and 1976 authorizes funding 

to support such programs. 

The future of paraprofessionals themselves is less clear. There is no 

built-in mobility - - a paraprofessional wishing to become a doctor gets no 

credit for his experience as a para but must begin all over as any entering 

freshman. Presumably, his special background is taken into account in admission. 

One final pMnt - - in the 1960's, paraprofessionalism in medicine was prompted 

by a severe doctor shortage. Since then, the number of medical schools and 

graduates have nearly doubled, thus easing the shortage considerably. How this 

will affect the paraprofessional phenomenon in medicine is unknmv-n. 
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In 1968 the American Bar Association formally recognized 

"that freeing a lawyer from tedious and routine 
detail, thus conserving his time and energy for 
truly legal problems, will enable him .to render 
his professional services to more people, thereby 
making legal services more fully available to the 
public."21 

The ABA accordingly recommended the legal profession recognize 
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that there are many tasks in serving a client 1 s needs which can be performed 

by a trained, nonlawyer assistant that is,paraprofessional, working under 

the direction and supervision of a la~1yer, and that the profession encourage 

the training and employment of such assistants. 

There are no estimates of the total number of legal paraprofessionals 

22 now employed, but there are well over 200 formal educational programs for 

training legal paraprofessionals in Canada and the U.S. Most of the published 

information available on paraprofessionals in law originates in the U.S. so this 

paper will of necessity deal mainly with the American experience. 

The main objective in the development of paraprofessionals has been 

the delivery of legal services at lo\'mr cost to a gr~ater number of people. 

The efforts of private and legal aid attorneys are perceived as insufficient to 

meet the needs of not only the poor but also people of moderate income. Problems 

of inadequate staffing, physical inaccessibility and lack of rapport have all 

been cited as obstacles in the delivery of effective services. 

Although training programs for legal paraprofessionals are offered in a 

variety of institutions, they appear most frequently in community or junior 

21. "Liberating the Lawyer", America Bar Association, June 1971, p.S. 
22. Some estimates place the figure at over 500. 
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colleges. Some are in regular four-year institutions, such as the program at 

23 
Carlton University in Otta\va. Training is usually connected to the law 

profession in some way, in the form of advisory committees of lawyers, or having 

administrative connections with law· schools or local bar associations. The 

curriculum usually follmvs that suggested by the ABA in 1971. In 1974, the ABA 

began formally accrediting courses but has so far (as of April 1977) only granted 

approval to 26 programs. In Canada, the Bar Association currently approves 

no programs, but the Executive Director stated that the CBA intends to appoint 

a staff member who ~vill "be invdlved in the matter of legal assistants or para-

2/+ 
legal personnel''. The form of involvement is unspecified. 

Some training programs are conducted by private paralegal institutes, 

unconnected \-lith lmv schools or universities. There are many such programs in the 

u.s., and at least one in Canada-- in Montreal. The Quebec Bar Association is 

in no \vay involved in it, but most of the teachers are lawyers, 

Not all training programs are formal educational programs. Many are 

25 
in-service. One survey found that 60% of paralegals have had no formal training. 

The length of training courses varies, from two months to four years. Host 

train people as specialists; some as generalists. Courses may end in a certificate, 

an associate in science or arts degree, a baccalaureate degree, an H.S. degree, or 

a B.A. in law. Admission requirements are varied: none, high school diploma, a 

B.A. degree, 18-year age minimum, employment as a legal secretary, satisfactory 

performance bn legal aptitude tests, etc. Hany programs are evening courses, so 

23. The program at Carlton is not a paralegal training program in the same sense 
as others under discussion. Hhile its stated objective is "to bridge the gap 
between the la~v and the citizen", it is not intended to prepare people to 
practice law in any way~ but rather to understand it in a social science context
Professor R.D. Abbott of the Department of Law, in a personal communication with 
the author, stated that many graduates of the course go on to professional law 
schools, but receive no formal credit toward a law degree for courses taken 
at Carlton. 

24. J .H. Cantin, in a letter to the author, dated. June 9, 1977 

25. "The Significance of Paralegals in the Legal Services Program", NPI, Hashington, 
D.C;, 1975, p. 6, 
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enrollees typically hold jobs during the day in law offices (as clerks, secretaries). 

Paralegals tend to be young (under 30) and female, especially if employed 

in the private sector. In public law, paralegals are more equally divided 

amongst male and female. 

Most paralegals have had some college training. One survey placed 

the figure at 70% with college-level work at the time of entering a paraprofessional 

training program. 

A 1974 survey conducted by the National Paralegal Institute in the U.S. 

shm-1ed that there is a relatively high rate of blacks among paralegals (21% 

compared to 9% for the general population). 

The same survey shm<1ed that salaries are low (almost all under $8,000 

annually) and upward mobility is practically nonexistant. There is no hierarchy 

of functions among paralegals, no systematic changing of duties that might be 

considered advancement, 

The duties of paraprofessionals in lmq vary greatly - - from office to 

office, and according to the training and background of the para himself. They 

may conduct intake eligibility intervie\'7S in public la~T offices, interview clients, 

do counselling and referral work, and perform clerical and communication functions. 

They may represent clients at administrative hearings. In private offices they 

may assist in preparing cases for trial by summarizing and indexing depositions, 

may keep records and prepare court accountings in the administration of estates 

and trusts, may make arrangements with clients to appear at hearings, may prepare 

pleadings of a repetitive nature, draft post-trial motions for review by a lmvyer, 

interview \'litnesses, etc. Although legal paraprofessionals perform a variety 

26 
of tasks, in one survey almost all felt they should he allowed to do more and 

that they could be used more effectively. 

26. "The '!!raining and Use of Legal Assistants," ABA 197lf, p.Zl1, 
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The degree of supervision of paraprofessionals varies. Some work 

very closely supervised by attorneys and some are allowed to \V'Drk independently 

under the general direction of an attorney, \vith only completed vmrk 

reviev1ed. In the NPI survey mentioned earlier, the oven.;rhelming majority of 

paraprofessionals in law practice felt they should be allm.;red to vmrk 

independently. Speaking for the paralegals, the NPI states that the paralegal 

comes to the job with considerable vmrk and life experience. lie may, though, 

because he lacks the attorney's education, feel ignorant and the attorney 

''either reinforces that know-nothing feeling or can encourage the paralegal 

27 
• • . to build on his existing knowledge, attitudes, and skills''. On the other 

hand, an ABA publication speaks of the need for professionals "to exercise the 

28 
control". 

Thus there is evidently sources of friction bet\veen lm.;ryers and paralegals 

over work functions and degree of independence. Paralegals are even opposed to 

the ABA 1 s accrediting paralegal courses, because "paralegal occupation is ne\v and 

29 
accreditation standards .•• are premature". It is apparent that paralegals 

resent any attempt by lawyers to control them. In 1974, paralegals in the U.S. 

formed their ovm association, and in 1975 resolved to become a "professional" 

association for paralegals. 

27. NPI publication, pp. cit., p. 130. 
28. Certification of Legal Assistants," ABA, 1975, p. 29. 
29. NPI publication, op. cit., p. 13. 
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There is no licensing for paralegals, and like"t-Jise no agreement as 

to whether or not they should be licensed. In general, paralegals resist 

licensing, especially if dispensed by the ABA, since they see it as a means 

of restricting the growth of paraprofessionalism. Other paralegals welcome 

licensing, motivated by a desire for status and greater recognition. 

Amongst attorneys, as "t-lith doctors, there are mixed feelings about 

paraprofessionals. In one survey, about half the firms surveyed indicated 

that at least initially there were problems in the relationship between 

paraprofessionals and the rest of the staff, but these diminished with time. 

Paraprofessionals themselves feel that younger lawyers accept them 

more than older lawyers. The older lawyers are seen as more skeptical, less 

flexible, and inclined to feel that only a law degree qualifies a person for 

legal work. 

There are hostilities based on job insecurity, and ~·1ith some basis. 

About one-fifth of the firms surveyed (above) said that as a result of hiring 

paralegals they ~.Jere now hiring fewer lawyers. But over one-half reported that 

the employment of paralegals had not affected their employment of attorneys. 

Almost none (less than 5%) of the firms surveyed reported better quality 

work from their attorneys because of the assistance of paraprofessionals. 

However, there remains a compelling reason to hire paraprofessionals in 

law practice. The ABA did a cost analysis showing that a lawyer could double 

his income by hiring a paralegal to assist him. In a chapter entitled "Increasing 
30 

Your Net Income", the ABA explains the necessity of breaking do~m tasks into 

mini-systems and reorganizing the work so that each procedure is efficiently 

completed by the least expensive person competent to handle that procedure. 

30. in "Ld:berating the Lawyer" op. cit., p. Lf3. ff. 
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This technique is not an unmixed blessing for attorneys. It is a 

technique that has been discovered by a growing number of legal clinics. 

Prices are kept down by a number of means: hiring paraprofessionals, 

accepting cases only in which the attorneys in the clinic have specialized, 

and shortening preparation time by breaking down standard procedures into 

smaller work modules that can be completed more efficiently. 

This represents a basic re-organization and re-structuring of service 

delivery in the law profession that is likely to become more and more common 

in the future. The first of these· opened in Los Angeles in 19 72, and is now a 

major producer of lo'\>J-cost legal services. Prices are posted in the offices 

and customers can comparison shop. As such, these legal clinics pose an 

economic threat to attorneys in traditional practice. nut despite charges of 

unethical practice brought by local bar associations, this restructuring is 

likely to proliferate, with paraprofessionals being a integral element in the 

new type of delivery system. This type of practice holds great appeal 

for many paraprofessionals for the opportunity it provides to service low-income 

neighbourhoods. "Unauthorized practice" statutes are not seen as an impediment 

to paraprofessionals because there are no specific guidelines as to what constitutes 

the practice of latv. 
31 

However, one advocate of paraprofessionalism urged legislators, 

nonetheless, to draft statutes which clearly state which functions of law practice 

are delegable to paraprofessionals. 

32 
The use of paraprofessionals is certainly expanding despite the absence 

of clear legal status. In Canada, the Ontario Ministry of the Attorney General is 

31. J .G. Avila, ou. cit. 

32. In the U.S., approximately 1200 paraprofessionals in law are being trained every 
year, according to a 1971 report. 
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looking into the need for recognition and definition of the roles of 

paraprofessionals in the Law Society Act. Use of paraprofessionals is becoming more 

varied. In California, special paralegals are being created to help the elderly. 

The paralegals are themselves senior citizens who can more readily act as 

advocates for elderly people. This is a clear reflection of the goal of 

breaking down barriers between the courts and the people. 

An important development has occurred in the U.S. government. Paralegals, 

as of August 1975, have been incorporated into the federal civil service 

structure. Significantly, the civil service acknowledged that it was 

establishing the ne'V' position in response to developments in the field. Civil 

service structures do change in response to changing times. Even though the 

position is now thoroughly bureaucratized it still reflects the general 

uncertainty about what a paraprofessional in law is or does. The bulletin 

defining the new series leaves it as a fairly vague grab-bag: paralegals 

33 
will do \V"ork "not classifiable in some other series". 

As for the future of paraprofessionals in the practice of law, there is 

some concern that too many are being turned out now and jobs, at least in the U.S. 

are becoming scarcer. In Winnipeg, ho\V"ever, a recent advertisement in a local 

newspaper for a paralegal to work for a trust company brought a very small response 

and attracted nobody qualified; the job is still available. 

34 
A small proportion (about 10% in one survey) of paraprofessionals themselves 

view their status as merely temporary, \V'ith personal plans to pursue a law degree. 

33. u.s. Civil Service Commission llulletin 930-17, August 11, 1975, Attachment 1, p. 1. 

34. "The Training and Use of Legal Assistants: A Status Report" ABA, 1974, p. 25. 
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As a concept, though, paraprofess:ionalism in law is \·7el1 established. 

Here is the conclusion of one report: 

"The great variety of tasks formerly performed only 
by attorneys and now being assigned to legal assistants 
with very satisfactory results indicates that substantial 
opportunities for increased efficiency and productivity are 
available to those attorneys "filling to surrender the more 
routine and repetitive tasks they presently perform 
themselves. The acceptance of the concept that certain 
functions can be effectively delegated to nonlawyers 
carries w·ith it a great responsibility for the attorneys 
to supervise and control the efforts of the legal assistants· 
\-7ho perform those functions. The firms (in this particular 
study) •.. agreed that the opportunities for improvement 35 
more than justified the assumption of such responsibilities , 11 

35. "Liberating the Lru<7yer", op. cit., p .64. 
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Teaching 

The introduc.tion of paraprofessionals in the schools dates back to the 

1960's. The two major motivating factors were the teacher shortage and rising 

salaries. Paraprofessionals were seen as a way of maintaining effective service 

levels at reduced cost. 

Other factors were involved as well: changing needs for school services, 

new dimensions in education requiring a more complex and demanding role for 

teachers; heightened awareness of the special learning needs of disadvantaged 

children; recognition of communication gaps bet'\-7een middle-class professionals 

and lower-class pupils. 

Federal funds, in the form of Local Initiative Program grants, acted 

as the catalyst in the growing use of paraprofessionals in the schools, particularly 1 

in the western provinces. 

As '1-lith other professions, paraprofessionalism in teaching is embedded 

a context of over-all structural change. The new model of service delivery is 

referred to as "differentiated staffing" and in general it involves a re-

organization of the teaching functions within a school so that duties formerly 

assigned to the classroom teacher are redistributed among staff on the basis of 

responsibility, function, skill and salary. A typical differentiated staffing 

36 
plan, developed in 1969, calls for various levels of teaching staff, from 

instructional aide (paraprofessional), through associate teacher, staff teacher 

and senior teacher, to master teacher. Each would have different duties and 

responsibilities. 

Paraprofessionals were part of a total differentiated staffing plan 

introduced into nine Manitoba schools in 1971 with a grant of $200,000 from the 

province. All involved several simultaneous departures from standard 

36. The Temple City Differentiated Staffing Plan, in "School Staffing Practices", 
Department of Educational Administration, University of Alberta, 19 76, p. 12. 
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teaching methods, including (in addition to the use of paraprofessionals) 

team teaching, individualized instruction, open education philosophy, volunteers, 

and in-service training. One project terminated in 1974 ~.;rhen provincial funding 

ceased. The others are still in operation. The adoption of differentiated 

staffing by school systems in Canada has been limited. However, the introduction 

of paraprofessionals, without a complete reorganization of school personel, is 

nm.;r a common occurrence, and is often locally funded. For example, the Hinnipeg 

School Division No. 1, in 1976, funded ethnic teacher aides in inner city 

schools at a cost of $320,000. 

A recent bulletin of Statistics Canada points to the continuing grmvth 

rate of paraprofessionals in Canadian schools. In 1974, there were nearly 6,000 

37 
paid paraprofessionals working in public schools in seven provinces, an increase 

of 49% over the previous year. Manitoba in 1974 reported 1,174 paraprofessionals 

in the schools, an increase of 85% over 1973. 

According to educational theorists writing in the area, paraprofessionals 

perform a wide range of tasks, including clerical, maintenance and supervisory 

duties, as \vell as teaching duties that would involve them with "ongoing day to 

day interaction \vith students in classrooms following the strategies • . 

prescribed by teachers", 38such teaching duties to include participation in long 

range and daily class planning, "JOrk ~o1ith small groups or individual children, 

preparation of lesson plans under the direction of the teacher and assisting the 

children in independent studies. 

37. Quebec and Alberta could not, at that time, supply reliable data; Prince 
Edward Island used no paraprofessionals. 

38. N.J. Chamchuk in "Implications of the Employment of Auxiliary School Personnel", 
Canadian Teachers' Federation Publication. 
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The reaction by teachers' organizations has been one of resistance to the 

involvement of paraprofessionals in the instructional process. They are completely 

united in their determination of ~vhat paraprofessionals should not do, and that 

is teach. Virtually every provincial teachers' federation has prepared 

position papers outlining what they regard as the tolerable limits of para-

professional activities. The paraprofessional must remain strictly under the 

control of the teachers, and duties should be limited to clerical, maintenance, 

audio-visual and general non-instructional assistance. 

A 1974 survey, conducted by the Canadian Education Association, of v1hat 

paraprofessionals actually do in schools shows that the teachers' vie\-Js prevail. 

Paraprofessionals typically spend their time in such activities as: supervising 

halhvays, lunchrooms and playgrounds; doing clerical and secretarial \vork for the 

teachers; preparing materials and operating equipment; sewing costumes; and issuing 

textbooks. The list reflects a total absence of instructional tasks. 
39 

One study 

showed that the tasks paraprofessionals least preferred to do v1ere the same tasks 

that professionals most want them to take over (collecting money, taking attendance, 

duplicating material, etc.) 

In Alberta, the provincial government: sponsors a program of training and 

employing native Indians as paraprofessional teachers to work in the remote 

northern areas of the province. The training consists of a 6-month class and a 

2-month field course in individualized instruction techniques. The significant 

feature of this program is that the paraprofessional teachers actually teach. This 

is attributed by a program spokesman to "the professional sanctioning body's 

II /+Q 
ignorance of the program. 

39. J.H. Balderson and M. Nixon "Teachers' Aides: Tasks and Concerns", The 
Canadian Administrator, Vol. XV. No. 8. May 1976, p. 1·-5. 

40. Taken from a statement prepared by the Alberta Vocational Centre at 
Grouard especially for this study. 



llm-1ever, when alerted, professionals are unalterably opposed to teaching 

by paraprofessionals. A member of the Ontario Teachers 1 Federation has summed up 

the teachers' rationale: "The farther the teacher is removed from interaction 
41 

·with the pupils, the poorer the quality of education the child \vill receive." 

Therefore, paraprofessionals should not do any of the teaching. 
42 

But as Perras 

states " •• ,in our pleas to exert caution in the use of teacher aides we should he 

careful to present cases which are not suspect as serving the interests of teachers 

rather than the educational needs of pupils." By this he is making circumspect 

reference to the teachers 1 pervasive fear that paraprofessionals ,.,ill be used as 

cheap labour and will j oepardize teachers 1 salaries. The (American) United 

Federation of Teachers faced this fear directly. In an article urging teachers 

to accept the inevitability of paraprofessionals, and to take paras into the union, 

the UFT pointed to the recent narrow escape of the Ne\·7 York teachers, \'lho had 

accepted paras into their union; otherwise '\·Then the teachers \vent out on strike, 

the paraprofessionals could have manned the classrooms, kept the schools open, and 

43 
.broken the strike.'' 

There is no stan9ardized training for paraprofessionals in teaching. 

There are a variety of training programs in Canada that offer one - tv1o - or three 

year courses at the community college level. Some people function as para

professionals without any formal training, except on-the-job. Teacher organizations 

across Canada differ widely vlith regard to matters such as affiliation, certification, 

training and acceptable duties for paraprofessionals to perform. After surveying 

the field, one study concluded that paraprofessionals in teaching are "a disparate 

41. 

42. 

43. 

"Auxiliary Personnel in the Schools, "Ontario Teachers 1 Federation, p. 1. 

L .G. Perras "Volunteers and Paraprofessionals in School Programs", 
Education Canad~, December 1973, p. 18. 

"Teacher and Paraprofessional: On-the-Job Partners", United Federation 
of Teachers, New York, p. 4. 



group at present, performing different functions and having no common 

44 
standards, no organization and no certification. 11 Some teachers urge 

certification, based on a merit system, as a means of controlling the ratio 

of professionals to paraprofessionals; others oppose it. Geraldine Channon, 

Executive Assistant of the Canadian Teachers' Federation warns 11 things will get 

particularily messy if a lot of special certificates are invented permitting 

l1S 
the holders to • . .supervise the loading of buses. 11 

As to the effect of having paraprofessionals in the classroom, numerous 

46 
studies have been conducted, the results of which serve to demonstrate the total 

absence of consensus. As a representive sample, one study in 1972, found that 

students in a paraprofessional - assisted class scored lo·wer in achievement 

than students in a control (traditionally - staffed) class. Another study showed 

paras improved children 1 s attitudes tov1ard school, the quality of their work, and 

the home-school relationship. Another showed that teachers who chose to work with 

paraprofessionals became more flexible in their "tvork pattern. Another found that 

teachers relieved of routine chores by paras simply increased the amount of time 

they spend in the coffee lounge. 

The studies go on and on. There probably has been more research of 

paraprofessionals in teaching than of paras in any other field. This may be 

because of the captive nature of the subjects, all collected neatly together in a 

school building for long periods of time. However, even under these circumstances, 

it is extremely difficult to pin-point the effects of any one variable in the 

classroom. Opinion surveys like,vise provide both positive and negative views of 

paraprofessionals .. Enns concludes that the general picture is positive, but that 

14 7 
further research is needed 11 lest educators are w·orshipping at the wrong altars. 11 

44. Ontario Teachers' Federation in CTF Publication, op. cit., p. 38 

45. CTF Publication, op. cit., p. 59. 

46. Reviewed by Enns in CTF Publication, op. cit., p .13 ff. 

47. CTF Publication, op. cit., p. 30. 
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The legal stat us of school paraprofessionals remains unclear. Perras 

urges that every province should adopt legislation on the use of teacher 

aides. Only three provinces currently have legislation enabling the employment 

of teacher aides, although in practice such aides are now being employed 

every\>Jhere. Perras recommends that la"t-7s be passed establishing the guidelines 

for use of ai9,es. The problem is that such laws would tend to by-pass the authority 

of local school boards creating possible tensions and conflict. So para

professionals continue to be employed \>Jithout, for the most part, formal legal 

sanction. 

Although teachers are adament in their opposition to the use of para

professionals to take over teaching tasks, whether for educational or economic 

reasons, they generally welcome paraprofessionals to take over clerical 

tasks. Teachers themselves have been applying pressure to redefine their jobs 

so as to exclude many clerical or other tasks not viewed as requiring formal 

teacher preparation or, at least, as not being appropriate to people with 

advanced training. There is also a consensus among teachers on the importance 

of ,individualizing instruction both from the point of view of increased learning 

efficiency and the need for schools to provide for the unique interests and 

aptitudes of students. An improvement in the student/adult ratio in the class

room is seen as a prerequisite for this. There is also nnw a general desire 

among teachers for greater community involvement on the part of the schools. 

Formerly, schools were closed fortresses set rather apart from the community. 

The current trend in thinking is to open up the schools to the entire community, 

and not just to the members of the community who happen to be students or the 

parents of students. The idea is to improve the school's effectiveness by getting 

community support for its activities, and this can be accomplished in part by hiring 

par·aprofessionals from the community. A recent (May 1977) in-service workshop 

on the inner city schools sponsored by \-Jinnipeg School Division for principals 

and vice-principals affirmed this faith in the use of ethnic aides in the school. 
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The Institute surveyed ten Native Aides currently working in schools 

in lUnnipeg' s inner city area. All are female, ranging in age from 21 to 

65 years, \·lith an average of 37 years. All but 2 live in the school area. 

Formal education varied from grade 8 to grade 12. None had any training 

as paraprofessionals prior to being employed. Previous occupation ~vas mostly 

housm'life or salaried menial labour. Four said they attended in-service 

workshops after being hired. Starting salary is $4.34 per hour. Host of those 

surveyed had been working as Aides about 2 years. 

As perceived by the Aides, the purpose of the program is to improve 

communications between the school and the native community. A serious problem 

in core area schools is the high rate of absenteeism amongst native children. 

It is hoped that by bringing the school and the connuunity closer together, 

better mutual understanding ,.dll result and will lead to greater stability. 

Duties performed by Aides include home visits, lunch and recess 

supervision, arts and crafts, bringing truant children to school, preparing 

breakfast snacks, and helping children in trouble or children suspected of glue

sniffing. Aides do virtually no teaching tasks, other than instruction in bead 

work. 

No major problems or difficulties were expressed by the Aides with regard 

to their duties, acceptance by teachers, or job satisfaction. Two aides said 

there were problems VTith the professional staff in terms of role uncertainties. 

Half the paraprofessionals surveyed said they wanted to become fully-qualified 

teachers and had taken initial steps to enroll in programs. Informal conversation 

of the author ,.lith Winnipeg school principals pointed to this - - turnover among 

aides due to their desire to become teachers - - as the only problem being 

experienced. Aides leave for mainly one purpose; to get teacher training. This 

"muld seem to support those critics who charge that the "bridging" concept is 

untenable. No one, given the choice, prefers to continue in the role of 



representing the low·er classes to the professional classes. They prefer to 

become members of the professional class themselves. 

The mid 1960 1 s, when paraprofessionalism began to take hold as a 

phenomenon, was a time of serious teacher shortage, and this Has a major impetus 

for bringing paraprofessionals into the schools. There no longer exists a shortage 

of teachers. Hith shrinking school enrollments because of demographic 

population changes, and consequent closing of schools, there is noH a shortage 

of jobs, rather than of teachers. A Statistics Canada bulletin
48 

shows that 

between 1972 and 1974 the number of teacher aides gre'-r, while the number of 

professional teachers dropped marginally. There is no agreement nov1 as to the 

optimal number of aides in a school. Schools just keep acquiring more. While 

the professional associations may be resigned to,may even welcome, g:t1owing 

numbers of paraprofessionals to provide help as long as their mvn jobs are 

secure, how they vlill react when the numbers of professional jobs are falling 

is uncertain. 

48. Statistics Canada service bulletin, vol. 3, no. 6. September 197lf. 
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Social Service 

The concept of paraprofessionalism in social \'lOrk has less well-defined 

beginnings and less clarity than paraprofessionals in medicine, law, and 

teaching. Status of the social worker as a professional is not fully accepted. 49 

1-Iinimum requirements for professional practice in social work are still evolving. 

People Hith credentials that make them less-than-fully-qualified today (a 

bachelor's degree) functioned in the not-so-distant past as "professional" 

social \vorkers. 

In Canada, there does not exist a great deal of material in relation to 

paraprofessionalism in social \vork, according to the Executive Director of 

the Canadian Association of Social '<Jorkers. The conmmnity colleges, primarily 

in Ontario, Quebec and Alberta, have for a number of years been turning out 

graduates who find work in social service delivery systems as lower-level 

employees. In quebec, a social service case aide program has been operating 

for thirty years. Information on some of the programs in Alberta v7ill be 

presented further down. 

Paraprofessionalism in social work has gro\'m more directly out of an 

anti-poverty thrust than has paraprofessionalism in any other field. Since social 

services are, by their very nature, more exclusively geared toward the 

economically disadvantaged than any other occupation under consideration here, it 

\'laS natural that \'7hen client participation was sought for the improvement of 

services, the development assumed an anti-poverty emphasis. 

The variety of programs and agencies that make use of paraprofessionals 

in the field of social services is widespread in the extreme. The paraprofessional 

49 • There is little general agreement as to \vhich occupations are "professions". 
According to Etzioni, only law, architecture, medicine, the ministry, 
university teaching, dentistry, certified public accounting, clinical psychology 
and high levels of scientific and engineering fields are professions. Both 
teaching and social \vork are relegated by him to the "semi--professions". 
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in social services may mean anyone from former "1elfare recipient to middle-

class college graduate. Training is usually on-the-job and agency-specific, 

but may be formal and academic in nature. Duties performed by paraprofessionals 

include almost everything that fully-qualified social service workers do. One 
50 

study showed that paraprofessionals were able to perform 80-90 percent of the 

direct service tasks previously performed by professionals. A 1969 estimate 

of the total number of paraprofessionals employed in social services placed it 

at 300,000 in the U.S. 

There is no dearth of studies focusing on the use of paraprofessionals in 

social services. In the u.s., the federal government, beginning in the 1960's 

has funded pavaprofessional projects very heavily and many of these carried 

with them mandated evaluation components. In 1971, Riessman concluded that there 

was now a "vast array of data on the way in which paraprofessionals contribute 

to the improvement of human service practice - - by reaching hitherto unreached 

people, by providing new kinds of services, by improving the professional's 

performance and sometimes his attitudes, and by introducing a new community 

ethos into agencies that have limited ties to the community11
• While they may 

be true, such assertions are difficult to prove. Riessman admits that "no 

study yields conclusive evidence regarding the effect of paraprofessionals on 

increased service efficiency". For all the studies available, acceptance of 

paraprofessionals in social service work is still in large part a matter of 

personal conviction. This paper '-1ill review selected findings, in order to give 

some indication of the pros and cons of the issue. 

50. In Gartner, op. cit., p. 59. 
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51 In one study, former welfare recipients, aged 27 to 46, with an 

average 7 years of schooling, and mostly minority group members, ,.,ere hired 

as case aides in a public welfare department. Chosen specifically for their 

lack of skills, poor work history and limited education, they were given a 10-

week training program and then given assignments designed to draw on their past 

experience of living in a poverty area. Forty percent of their time was spent 

on providing concrete services such as finding housing, providing transportation, 

etc., 32% was spent on establishing eligibility requirements of clients, 20% 

on personal counseling in such matters as homemaking, money management, and 

so forth, and the remaining 8% in home visits and information-giving. Reasons 

given by professional caseworkers for \'lhy they referred their clients to the 

paraprofessionals were: a) paraprofessionals 1 special knm<lledge b) lack of 

professionals' time to provide service, c) another viewpoint desired, d) lack of 

racial or class barrier between the paraprofessionals and the client, and e) 

the paraprofessionals • "gut level" approach to services. 

In the field of correctional social services, the Manhattan Court 

Employment Project functionsto divert defendants from the usual judicial 

process. At the point of arrest, it offers defendants counselling and job 

opportunities. If the defendant co-operates and shows promise of permanent 

change, charges are dropped. Counsellors employed by the project are all 

paraprofessionals. The only prerequisite is that they be ex-offenders. The 

project has a good suscess rate in terms of recidivism. Hith regard to the 

role of the paraprofessionals, a study conducted by the Vera Institute of 

51.. D. Cudaback "Summary Report on Helfare Service Aide Project" in Gartner, op . 
.£!..!:.: , p • 60-61. 



Criminal Justice in 1970 attributed their effectiveness to the fact that "they 

speak the language of the streets, know the ghetto neighbourhoods." 

In a Maternal and Infant Care health clinic located in disadvantaged 

areas, neighbourhood representatives \'lere hired specifically to represent 

the neighbourhood. They were not closely supervised nor did they have tasks 

imposed on them. The emphasis was on the development of their unique style 

and relations with the population being served. H'ith such a loose mandate, 

the results are particularily impressive. There was a 42% increase in clinic 

attendance. This is highly significant because the poor are chronic under

users of health facilities which accounts in part for their high incidence of 

illness. The use of indigenous paraprofessionals in this case directly 

capitalizes on their knowledge of the local community and its trust in these 

workers. 

Direct evidence that people will only open up to "one of their own 11 

is provided in a unique study at the Division for Youth, an agency in Ne~q 

York State which treats delinquents. Three youths, all unemployed school 

dropouts \'lith criminal records, were hired to conduct information-getting 

interviews, for research purposes, with other DFY youths. Although the 

three did not immediately become good workers, taped records of the interviews 

showed that the same interviewees responded quite differently to the indigenous 

interviewers than to professional social service \Y'orkers. Interviewees who 

appeared inarticulate and passive in front of professionals became animated 

and articulate, in the language of the streets, for the youths. 
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In 1966, there was a major study of 5,000 paraprofessionals working as 

community aides for a federally funded program in the U.S. Findings 

tended to corroborate Riessman' s assertions that indigenous paraprofessionals 

have the insider's knm-1-hmv, can act as an acceptable role model, a significant 

other, to communicate between the classes. Supervisors felt the para-

professionals were filling an "indispensable role" and \·lhether "hard core" or 

the "cream" (community leaders) they showed the same level of reliability, morale, 

job performance and responsiveness. However problems v1ere noted: insufficient 

training and supervision of paraprofessionals; virtually no one was fired, 

regardless of job per£ormance; multiple and often incompatible objectives; 

ambiguities in role relationships of paraprofessionals and professionals; 

umvillingness of professionals to delegate meaningful jobs; jobs w·ere primarily 

one-level and salaries barely above the poverty line; the danger that para-

professionals would become no more than a new underclass of cheap help; and 

the rigidity of paraprofessionals in some situations. 

Not all the paraprofessionals in the study conformed to the romantic 

myth of the poor as friendly, co-operative and concerned for their fellow 

poor. Some were slick wheeler-dealers. Some carried a heavy load of moral 

indignation, punitiveness and suspicion. 

52 
Another study noted: 

"It is extremely difficult to vitiate the effects 
of the many years of poverty, brutalization and 
dlscr1mination endured by many poor indigenous persons. 
EXfected limitations remain pervasive in spite of 
training efforts. 
"Those who were most successful had in 1 the main, 
experienced ·less poverty, \vere better educated, and 
had managed their lives \vith a reasonable degree of 
success and productivity." 

52. S • Barr, in Gartner, op. cit. , p. 12. 
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Many professional social workers are not, after having experienced a 

paraprofessional program, convinced that being poor, per se, enabled the 

indigenous worker to see problems differently or to perform better. They 

feel that the distinctive attributes of indigenous paraprofessionals can 

be learned by more qualified people. 

Doubtlessly, as in any profession, social workers, through their 

skepticism are resisting what they see as erosions of their authority. The 

idea of job differentiation is not fully accepted or understood. The 

director of the Ne,., York City Department of Helfare
53

envisioned for the 

future a different role for the professional social ,.,orker and a complete re-

structuring of social work service. Rather than have one worker for x number 

of clients, as is the current situation, there would be functional divisions 

according to the needs of the people, Client needs differ. Some need 

highly specialized help; others need only money. \vorkers t-Tith different 

qualifications would be assigned to different tasks. The professional/ 

paraprofessional arrangement would be complementary, not competitive. 

There have been a number of cost-benefit studies
54

of paraprofessional 

programs in the social work field. Estimating the dollar value of direct 

human service programs is little more than an exercise in educated guessing, even 

overlooking the yield in indirect benefits which cannot be readily quantified 

(Riessman' s "multiplier" effect). However, various studies done by different 

persons concerned with different population groups come up with reports in the 

same general range. All conclude that a case may be made for consid~ring the 

development of paraprofessionals in social service '"ork as a sound economic investment. 

53.}1, Ginsberg, in Riessman and Popper, "Up from Poverty - New Career Ladders 
for Non-professionals", Harper and Row, New York, 1968, p. 61. 

54.Gartner, op. cit., p. 107-108. 
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The Alberta Department of Advanced Education and Manpovmr has provided 

unpublished information on a number of training and employment programs in social 

services. One '"hich provides both medical and social services, trains para-

professionals, mostly Native Indians, to work under a public health nurse in 

northern communities. The program is intended to alleviate high mortality and 

morbidity rates among native people, and it is thought that the problem could 

be better dealt with by the indigenous population, The training is a 29-v7eek 

classroom and 7 week field course. Graduates, 'vho are in their 20's v1ith 

educations ranging from grade 8 to 12, perform a number of duties, including home 

visits to counsel on infant, pre and post natal care, geriatrics, and tuberculosis; 

providing hearing and vision screening in the schools, and acting as liaisons 

with other community agencies. Salaries are $650-$750. per month. Inadequate 

role definition has caused problems bet,veen the public health nurse and the 

paraprofessional, resulting in frustration and confusion. According to a 

spokesman for the training program at the Alberta Vocational Centre at Lac La 

Biche, what is needed is more preparation of nurses for a supervisory role and 

better role definition. Identified advantages of the program are that it 

provides workers v7ho can relate to the clients and that it creates meaningful 

employment for native people. 

Another program provides a t'•lo-year curriculum to train paraprofessionals in 

social \Wrk, prompted by a shortage of fully-trained ,.mrkers to fill positions. 

The program is offered at a community college and graduates perform the same 

variety of services that fully-qualified social workers do, but receive about $150. 

less per month. 
55 

There are "a great many native students" and the course has 

almost full transferability to the TISH program in Calgary. There was opposition to 

the program from professionals but v7ith time and "a great deal of public relations 

vmrk" this has eased. 

55. The report from the Grant HacEwan Community College Social Service Harker 
Program does not specify how many. 
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Host of the published literature on paraprofessionals in social service 

work dates from the late 1960's and early 1970's. In more recent years, there 

has been much less 1ilritten in this area. The American anti--poverty program and 

many of its agencies received sharp cut-backs in funds, in some cases total 

annihilation1 eliminating many OEO-CAP community ~·rorkers. ~Hthout massive federal 

funding, the future of paraprofessionalism in social services is somewhat insecure. 

Before closing the section on social 'vork, a description of the 

Hanitoba Ne\v Careers Program 1idll he presented. Though not limited to 

social service employment only, the NCP has a heavy human service emphasis 

and its experience 111ith local problems and conditions is of special interest .• 

The stated goals of the Hanitoba Program, 'I!Jhich 'IIWS instituted in 1970 

are: 

a) To help disadvantaged people to enter the job market in areas of high 

need in the human services. 

1 
b) To improve services by paraprofessionals helping the professional in his 

duties. 

c) To create socially useful and meaningful jobs at the entry-level and training 

for advancement ~vi thin and bet1iTeen agencies. 

The rationale \vas that, \vhile higher education provided access to the 

most desirable jobs, access to this education was effectively closed to many 

people because of income, race or geographic location. The program dre\v directly 

on the philosophy and anticipated benefits of Riessman 1 s Ne\v Careers model 

outlined earlier. 
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The program made arrangements with various provincial or provincially

funded agencies in 1'1anitoba to create entry-level jobs for program participants. 

Jobs covered a wide range of duties and settings, including~ among others: 

case work (home visits , offering advice, support, etc. )J "'ork as house parents 

in a juvenile home, clerical and custodial functions in a correctional institution, 

tenant relationsl and training as conservation officers. The program is two 

years in length and consists of a combination of on-the-job training, community 

college or other institutional education (made available through v10rk release) 

and specially-designed courses offered by the NCP. There is no set curriculum, 

No credentials are provided. 

Ne"' Careers is financed by the Provincial government "lith some Federal 

cost sharing. The agencies in which the jobs are created do not pay. For the 

first six months, trainees are paid according to the number of dependents they 

have, which amounts to about 5-10% more than vmlfare payments. At the end of 

six months, they get a salary that is 7 5% of w·hat the job they are training for 

provides. This rises to 80% and 85% at further six-months intervals. 

An evaluation of the program was performed in 1973. At that time, the program 

had accepted 83 people. Of those 59 (71%) \-Jere still in training, 12 (14%) had 

successfully completed the program and \•7ere either working or continuing their 

formal education, and 12 had dropped out. Over half v1ere native Indian. Average 

number of years of formal schooling \V"as about 9. ~ost had had problematic work 

histories and one-third \V"ere single parents. One-half of the recruits vrere 

between 16 and 25 years of age. 

Thirty-three of the paraprofessionals were interviev1ed for their views 

on the program. Almost half reported difficulties and problems, including lmV" 

pay, conflict \-lith supervisors or co-workers, and not enough work to do. There is 



anxiety among trainees as to whether or not they will be able to find permanent 

employment after the training period, since the program offers no guarantees in 

this regard. Most of the trainees reported greatly increased feelings of 

personal self-confidence as a result of the program, and an improved self image. 

They felt the program had brought about major transformationsin their approach to 

a work life, although, significantly, almost half still showed little interest 

in a career, (and little understanding of :what a careeris) but placed more 

importance on simply having a steady job. 

Although the evaluation asserts that "Incorporating New Careerists into 

a human service bureaucracy doubtless increases the amount of service provided", 

there is no firm evidence presented to this end in the report. 

The evaluation made a number of recommendations, three of which will be 

included here. It recommended that professionals should be allmV"ed to decide 

whether or not to participate in the program, in order to reduce difficulties later 

on in communication, committment and problem,...solving. The professional should 

help plan the program, determine duties of the paraprofessional, and participate 

in selecting trainees. 

It also recommended some form of credentialling be initiated, to help 

ensure lateral and vertical mobility for paraprofessionals. 

The authors of the evaluation also recommended entry-level jobs be sought 

that provide potential for future advancement. The evaluation was done after 

the project had been in operation only three years. Hith a 2-year training 

period this was insufficient time for any upgrading to occur. 

The Manitoba NCP has now been functioning for seven years. The director, 

Linda Wiebe, was sought for up-dated information on the program and for information 

as to follov1-up on the evaluation's recommendations. 
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Provisions for career ladder steps beyond the entry level position 

have still not been established. Some Ne"\-7 Careers graduates have successfully 

competed for more senior positions, but mobility rates have not been 

formally documented. 

l~iebe further stated that the initial cynicism and resistance of agencies 

to the introduction of Ne~11 Careers is being alleviated through a number of 

steps. A specific staff person from Ne"\-1 Careers is being assigned the job of 

facilitating communication bet\11een line supervisors (professionals) and Ne'11 

Careers staff. Supervisors of trainees are being offered \vorkshops on various 

aspects of supervision. Supervisors and trainees participate together, in 

another innovation, in the process of planning Ne\17 Careers positions. 

\Vith regard to particular advantages of New Careers in Manitoba, Hiebe 

states that "specialized training has been provided in rural and remote 

areas "\'7hich do not have educational facilities and ·which do not attract 
56 

'southern trained' graduates". 

In sum, it is clear that the social service profession is absorbing 

paraprofessionals into its ranks. The obstacles are formidable. The director 

of public welfare in the state of Hinnesota put it this way: 

11 lf you have a smart administrator \vho can use a little 
ingenuity and isn 1 t afraid to experiment, Hho happens to 
have a very good civil service department, a co-operative 
union, a reasonable professional organization, a good 
salary schedule for all classes, career opportunities for 
(para) professionals, movement laterally and upward- -
then you 1 re well on your way tm11ard creating a viable 
(para) professional role! 11 5 7 

In the rea] world such circumstances are not usually found, at least not 

all together. But, despite resistance and opposition, there are apparently 

56. From a letter to the author, dated June 7, 1977. 

57. In 11The Subprofessional 11
, op. cit., p. 23. 
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enough social vmrkers who feel that paraprofessionals will help them to 

do their job better. There are numerous unresolved problems and issues 

but the need to develop relevance into agency operations and the desire 

to give disadvantaged people a chance are pow·erful forces on the side of 

paraprofessionalization. 
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Other Professions 

Dentistry, Architecture and Pharmacy are fields that have seen the 

introduction of paraprofessionals in recent years. Although they will not 

be dealt with in detail here, it is of interest to note that all are 

experiencing to some extent the same kinds of problems as. medicine, law, s.ocial 

work, teaching and, as \ve shall see, law enforcement. Role conflicts are the 

main common thread, vTith professionals fighting for control and paraprofessionals 

struggling to be independent. 

In Dentistry, paraprofessionals were first trained by individual 

practioners in their offices. Later group training courses became available, 

and standards for their education were established. In the U.s., the professional 

association has been closely involved in the control of paraprofessional 

standards through enacted legislation. Since the early 1950's the American 

Dental Association has urged the profession to make greater use of para

professionals, apparently mainly out of economic motives. The use of para

professionals enables the dentist to supply more services more economically. 

Training is conducted separate from dental schools, and usually in 

conununity college settings. In ~vinnipeg, Red River Community College offers 

a 10-month training course open to high school graduates. Graduates receive 

a certificate and work under the supervision of a dentist, performing a vlide 

variety of tasks previously performed only by fully-qualified dentists, including 

X-ray, oral hygiene instruction, polishing, making impressions, and application 

of various chemicals and sealants to the teeth. 

Professional associations have maintained firm control, for the most 

part, of dental assistants and there is little problem of role conflicts. There 

is concern in the profession raised by the training of paraprofessionals in 

non-dental school settings. The fear is that the relinquishment of teaching 



responsibilities may lead to encroachments on the profession 1 s right to 

determine duties and set standards of paraprofessionals. 

In Saskatchew·an, however, one area of the dentist's domain is being 
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invaded, with dental paraprofessionals at t'vo years training providing free 

dental care to school children, at much lo-~ver cost than if fully-qualified dentists 

at six years' training provided the service. 

Another type of dental paraprofessional - - the denturist - - is causing 

a great deal of concern in the profession. Denturists, v7ho are graduates of 

training schools where they learn to manufacture dentures, are striving for the 

right to deal directly with the public, without the necessity of working under 

the supervision of a dentist. In several provinces of Canada they have vmn 

that right through enacted legislation. Elsetvhere, most notably in Ontario,\ 

the battle rages on as dentists try to protect their authority, and presumably 

their prices. 

In Architecture, technicians are employed in a variety of functions to 

assist the fully-qualified architect - - drafting, estimating costs, researching, 

reproduction, administration and graphic arts. In the U.S., the professional 

association has suggested that present two-year training courses be raised to four 

years. The two-year course has proved to be inadequate. The technician was 

insufficiently oriented to professional practice and conflicts with architects 

resulted. The American Association specified a curriculum for the course. So 

far, this has not been implemented. 

In England, the professional architect'n association controls and accredits 

courses for paraprofessional architects and also licenses the graduates. 

Locally Red River Community College offers a 10-month course in drafting 

designed to assist architects. The course ends in a certificate. Other 

paraprofessional architects are trained in University schools of architecture, 
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but do not follow the full course for training qualified architects. 

In the field of Pharmacy, pressure for introduction of paraprofessionals 

comes mainly from hospitals as a result of manpmqer and budget shortages. 

Para-pharmacists, according to a training program at Red Deer College in Alberta, 

work closely supervised at all times and their work is strictly defined - - take 

written precription from patient, select empty container, count and pour, 

type and affix label, etc. They may not accept verbal prescriptions from 

doctors, interpret or identify written prescriptions, compound medication or 

give advice. According to a spokesman for the Red Deer program, there has been 

opposition from the professional pharmacists because they feel their jobs are 

being threatened. Hmqever the para-pharmacists serve to release pharmacists for 

58 
a 11more professional counselling role to the public." 

58. From a statement prepared by Red Deer College, Alberta. 
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IV LAH ENFORCEHENT 

This section 'Hill be dealt with under four sub-headings: 1) Introduction 

2) Background of police paraprofessionalism - - including the historic 

development, recommendations for implementation and theory pro and con 

3) Evidence - - a review of "hard" and "soft" existing data in the published 

literature, and 4) The survey - - a report on the survey of paraprofessional 

police programs that IUS undertook for this papqr. 

Introduction 

In the past 25 years, police departments have seen all manner of 

civilian replacement programs ~-1hich involved the taking over by non-sworn 

personnel 59 of duties previously performed only by s~-1orn police officers - -

maintenance and clerical duties, communications and identification, in detention 

facilities, and as station-house receptionists. The objective in each case 

was clearly to reduce costs and put more fully-trained men on the beat. 

Although this civilianization trend (and it is a trend in the U.S. 

it is expected that civilians in police departments will number 55,000 by 1980, 

up almost SO% over 1970) certainly comes under the heading of "paraprofessionalism" 

as defined on page 1, it will not constitute the focus of this paper. The 

use of civilians to replace officers for in-house duties is a relatively well

established concept and surrounded by comparatively little controversy. This 

does not mean that every Police Department has already decided it is a good 

idea to employ civilians in these specialized tasks. There are some police 

managers who object to the presence of civilians in police departments on the 

grounds that they are not sufficiently dedicated to or knowledgeable about police 

work. Various problems have been cited, from the point of view of police 

departments - - officer anxieties about the reliability of civilians, higher 

59. Including police cadets. 
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civilian attrition rates, tardiness, excessive use of sick leave, and officer 

concern that the use of civilians threatens job security, particularly 

when they fill jobs traditionally available to officers for light duty 

in case of physical disability. But the overwhelming majority of police 

departments and police officers are enthusiastic about the use of civilians for 

60 
in-house duties, and the benefits far out,'leigh complaints. Costs are reduced 

and officers are relieved for more critical duties, duties more appropriate 

to their training and, usually, to their inclination. 

The qualifiers "relatively" and "comparatively" in the above paragraph 

are key ~'lords - - in-house civilianization is accepted and uncontroversial 

relative to and compared with the status of one other type of paraprofessional 

program in lm-7 enforcement today, and that is: the use of a less-than-fully-

trained person as a field employee not sworn as a police officer, but performing 

61 
duties closely resembling those performed by officers. The objectives, as we 

shall see are complex and multi-faceted going far beyond simply reducing costs, 

and include the alleviation of a number of police and social problems. 

It is on this type of police paraprofessionalism, highly controversial 

and enjoying 1i t tle consensus, that the paper will focus. 

Before beginning, however, a comment about several other kinds of 

"field" paraprofessionals not included in this study. One is the volunteer or 

60. A.I. Schvmrtz, A.M. Vaughan, J.D. Waller and J.S. Wholey, "Employing 
Civilians for Police Hark". The Urban Institute, Hashington, D.C. 1975. 

61. Adapted from Radelet, Louis A., "The Police and the Community: Studies," 
Beverly Hills, California: Glencoe Press, 1973. 
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auxiliary police, As stated at the start of this paper, the study is limited 

to paid paraprofessionals, for a variety of reasons, Police volunteers, 

62 whose numbers have not been reliably estimated, may perform a great variety of 

functions. As auxiliary units \-Torking under the supervision of the P.D., they 

may, as they do in Vancouver, for example, patrol streets, beaches, parks 

and playgrounds, handle crowds during parades and special events, assist in 

search and rescue operations, and direct traffic. In some other cases taxi 

drivers, truckers, utility workers, and any other workers with their own radio 

communications systems, or clubs of radio band operators have stepped forward and 

offered to serve as extra "eyes and ears" for the police. 

The main and almost total purpose of unpaid volunteers is to prevent 

crime. There is little if any community relations emphasis. The goal is to 

reduce opportunities for crime by allgmenting the observation pm-1er of the patrol 

force in routine patrol and in emergency situations. Unpaid volunteers "are 

recruited from among the responsible citizens in the community • • • screened 

and selected 'vith the same precautions exercised in the selection of candidates for 

the regular position of patrolman . • • the members of these units take a very 

special pride in their work and regard the assignment as one of the responsibilities 
63 

of good citizenship" As such, police volunteers are nothing really new. It 

is a very old idea, stemming from the ancient frank pledge of medieval villagers. 

Unpaid police auxiliaries are not uncontroversial. Not every police 

department, by far, sees them as a useful addition to their force. So although 

civilian in-house replacement was excluded from this paper because of its relative 

innocuousness that reasoning is not relevant to volunteer policing. 

62. New York City alone has 5,000 auxiliaries. 

63. V .A. Leonard, "Police/Crime/Prevention", Charles C. Thomas ,Springfield, 
Illinois, 1972, p. 125. 
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The emphasis of this paper is on the paraprofessional movement in every 

occupation as an outgrowth of a common response to shared social problems. 

Volunteerism in police work, even among its supporters, is not seen as an 

answer to the serious social problems faced by police departments. Furthermore 

though volunteerism as a concept may answer some needs - - manpmver shortages - -

it is not a concept with a viable groHth potential. It is not recommended for high 

crime areas6.4 Volunteer policing "is not apt to be attractive ••• to those 

65 
inner-city residents already alienated from the police agency", and as to the use 

of more upper-class outer-city residents,class conflicts of a vigilante nature are 

obvious, and there are other peculiar little problems as 'vell - - for example, 

when a police volunteer "rho is in civilian life a $75 ,000-per-year executive 

gets injured while on volunteer duty, is he to be compensated at his $75 ,000-per

year rate? 66 

Hmvever, it is not the intent of this paper to review the pros and cons of 

unpaid police, so no conclusion as to the value of such police should be drmm 

from the foregoing; it is only that volunteerism is not seen as a relevant issue 

in the over-all development of paraprofessionalism as a phenomenon cutting across 

all occupations. 

Another form of paraprofessionalism in police \vork is the paid, private 

security force, which tvill be wholly disregarded in this paper. Very prevalent in 

the U.s., and growing in Canada, private security personnel were found in one 

61+. Fink, J. and Sealy, L .G. "The Community and the Police - Conflict or 
Co-operation?" Netv York: John Hiley and Sons, 1974, p. 64. 

65. Hhisenand, P. et. al. "Police Community Relations", Pacific Palisades, 
California; Goodyear Publishing Co., 1974. 

66. This is precisely the problem that has arisen in one locality. 
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67 
study to be poorly educated, almost totally untrained, and virtually completely 

ignorant of the basic limits of their legal powers. 

Background 

Following the urban unrest of the mid 1960's in the U.S., a national 

commission ~-1as appointed to look into its causes and develop solutions. The 

"Report of the National Advisory Commission on Civil Disorders", released in 1968, 

cited deep hostility between police and disadvantaged communities as a primary 

cause of the disorders. 

The Report recognized that this hostility "t-laS not totally against the 

police per se, but that, as the daily presence in the urban core, the police 

represent the most visible symbol of a society from which the poor and the 

minorities are increasingly alienated. The police have been catapulted into 

the midst of social problems that are prevalent in all large urban centres, 

problems that are not exclusively of their own maldng, but the consequences of 

which the policeman on the street must deal ~'lith in direct daily contact. 
68 

A presidential commission of the previous year, 1967, noted that one of 

the primary causes of this hostility and resentment is the failure of police and 

citizens living in impoverished conditions to understand each other's problems. 

"There is a critical need to improve this understanding. For 
example, though a primary function of the police is to perform 
many services for the community, there is little recognition 
of this fact by citizens in slum sections of a city. 
And it is they that often have the greatest need for 

67. "Private and Auxiliary Police in the U.S.", The Rand Corporation, Santa 
Monica, California, 1971. 

68. "Task Force Report: The Police", The President's Commission on La~-1 Enforcement 
and Administration of Justice, 1967. 



such services. Further, since relatively fe\V' persons 
from slum communities become police officers, police 
personnel have limited knm.,rledge of conditions that 
encourage criminal behavior in these communities"~ (p. n3) 

Other factors further isolate the police from the community. The 
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need to improve police operations and efficiency by reducing the time it tru~es 

to respond to calls for service has resulted in motorized patrol, eliminating 

the "cop on the beat". Centralized operations, administrative duties, 

increased specialization have further removed the police, so that no individual 

officer knows the community. 

Organizational problems \>Jere cited as \·Tell. Under traditional police 

organization, the initial responsibility for confronting the entire range of 

police problems, of both a criminal and non-criminal nature, rests with the 

patrolman. As a result of these divergent demands, patrolmen are over-

extended to the point of being unable to g;i.ve adequate attention to criminal 

matters. Despite rising crime rates, patrolmen must continue to devote a large 

portion of their time to non-criminal, social service oriented tasks. 

Various surveys show that patrol officers are able to devote only from 10 to 

30% of their time to criminal matters. 

Aside from the problem this creates for effectively controlling and 

preventing crime, it also creates a problem in police morale. A fully-qualified 

police officer receives training in various crime-fighting techniques and has 

certain expectations about his work. On the job, hav1ever, he finds that much 

police activity is relatively simple rescuing pets from rooftops, opening 

bathroom doors to free children locked inside - - and does not require extensive 

training. It is regarded by many as "not proper police work". 

As a result of all these problems - - manpower shortages for crime 

control and prevention) lack of communication with lower class populations, 

increasing job complexities and specialization - - a complete re-structuring 



and re-organization of police services was envisioned, as "1e have seen was 

the case in every other occupational field. 
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Three classes of police officers would be established, and tasks 

would be assigned to each on the basis of skills, intelligence and education 

necessary to perform them. Instead of having all patrol officers respond to 

all demands placed upon a department, the most competent officers would devote their 

time to the police work that requires the greatest degree of ability, education 

and judgement. The three classes of officers recommended by the Task Force were: 

1. The Police Agent 

Police Agents would perform the most complicated, sensitive and 

demanding police tasks, however they are defined within a given department, in a 

given time, such as patrolling high-crime neighbourhoods or investigating major 

crimes. Agents would replace the existing detective but would have much wider 

responsibility. 

2. The Police Officer 

Police Officers would perform the duties of enforcing laws, investigating 

those crimes that can be solved by immediate follow-up, and responding to 

selected calls for service. 

3. The Community Service Officer 

This is the paraprofessional position. The Task Force cited five purposes 

in creating the position: 1) to improve the quality of police services in high 

crime and high tension areas, 2) to enable police to hire people who can provide 

a greater understanding of minority group attitudes and problems, 3) to relieve 

police agents and officers of lesser,i.e. service, duties, 4) to increase the 

opportunity for minority group members to serve in law enforcement, and 5) to tap 
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a new reservoir of manpower by helping young people ~1ho have not been able to 

complete their education to qualify for police work. 

69 
It was visualized that the CSO would be 17 to 21 years of age ,.,ith 

the aptitude, integrity and stability to perform police work - - a type of police 

cadet working in the street under close supervision. He would not have full 

law-enforcement powers or carry a weapon; nor would he perform any clerical duties. 

He would wear ,a distinctive uniform of some kind, 

His paraprofessional duties "10uld be to assist police officers (and agents) 

in their ,.,ork and to improve communication between police departments and the 

neighbourhood. He would render certain carefully selected police services to 

the neighbourhood. Following are examples of recommended duties: 

- ,.,ork ,.,ith juveniles 

- aid the sick or elderly 

- facilitate referral of citizen complaints to social service 
agencies 

- assist police officers in family crisis intervention 

- investigate minor thefts and loss of property 

- make referrals for jobs, welfare benefits, education 
and health services 

- organize recreational activities 

- report and locate stolen cars, and receive complaints 
about abandoned cars, unsanitary conditions or minor neighbourhood 
disturbances. 

The CSO ,.,ould operate as a visible police presence, with some of the 

qualities of a community ombudsman and explicitly mandated to serve as a 

con®unity resource. Applicants for the position would not have to meet the 

conventional educational requirements of a department. They would be residents of the 

community and would have the personal attributes that the people are likely to value- -

directness, honesty, a "lillingness t;o, speak out, strength of character, and evident 

69. Community Service Officer 
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concern for the welfare of the community. Minor police records "t.;rould be 

ignored. Otherwise, it ~.;rould be difficult to recruit members of minority 

groups, since the Task Force found that there is a 60% chance that minority 

youth growing up in the slums will have such a record. 

Thus the Task Force recommended the complete restructuring of the 

delivery of police services. In addition to the task restructuring, as above, 

other plans were developed by the Task Force and other sources in response to 

social problems, including minority recruitment, (domestic) crises inter

vention units, and neighbourhood policing. Indeed, the Task Force recommended 

that all these be implemented together for a maximum impact. It represented 

a package of responses to a package of problems. For example, an integral 

aspect of the neighbourhood policing concept is the paraprofessional. To 

counteract the isolation of the police from the community created by the 

centralization of police operations and the motorization of personnel, small 

neighbourhood units with storefront offices vmuld be established in disadvan

taged communities which would serve as locations where the same CSO's, agents, 

and officers who serviced a community could be available for consultation with 

citizens during certain hours of the day. 

Similarly an integral aspect of minority recruitment is the CSO, for 

two reasons. The CSO provides an entry level job which, \.;rith opportunity 

for continuing education at department expense and time release for classes, 

enables more minorities to become fully-qualified officers. And secondly, 

the introduction of CSO's makes an energetic policy of minority recruitment 

at regular officer level even more important, because a department that admits 

minority group personnel only at the CSO level will merit the charge that it 

is practising a subtle kind of discrimination. 
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Since the Task Force recommendations ten years ago, complete 

re-structuring in all its aspects has· not actually occurred, but parts 

of plans, in isolation or in combination, have been implemented or planned in 

70 
many localities. Hhere paraprofessionals have been introduced into a police 

department, they are frequently in a context of neighbourhood units, though 

not involving the total stratification of officer/agent levels. For example, 

in San Francisco, paraprofessionals complement the sworn officers in the 

neighbourhood unit. Twelve CSO 1 s advise 18 officers as to community needs 

and problems, and do much of the time consuming work that would otherwise 

fall bn members of the police team. 

Another context for CSO 1 s has been in crisis intervention units, or 

conflict management teams. It is necessary in any conflict assessment situation 

to have a broad .cross section of viewpoints and capabilities. "The community 

understanding of paraprofessionals makes their utilization imperative". 71 

Here in Hinnipeg, the Provincial Ministry of Corrective and Rehabilitative 

Services and the Department of the Attorney-General have developed a joint 

proposal to establish paraprofessional police in the Centennial Community Committee 

area, an area "1here the Hinnipeg Police have already instituted a neighbourhood 

unit. The rationale and nature of the paraprofessional program, entitled 

the Community Spe:cial Constable Program, are similar to those outlined in the 

70. As we have seen, this is a common experience in other professions as well. 
Here in \\linnipeg, for example, paraprofessional teachers have been introduced 
both as part of a total differentiated staffing plan in some schools and 
as an isolated (more or less) element in other schools. 

I 
11 

71. Hasserman, in "Improving Police Community Relations. 
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Task Force Report. It vms developed by a former superintendant of police 

and is a response to the deteriorated conditions that breed crime and to the 

proliferation of uncoordinated social services in the area. The special 

cons tables, numbering 36, v10uld serve as neighbourhood police and H·ould operate 

72 
out of a storefront location in the area. In 1976 the proposal received approval 

in principle by the provincial cabinet, but city council has made no official 

response, and its current (Hay 1977) status has been described as "stagnant" 

by one source. 

There are, not unexpectedly, objections raised to paraprofessionalism in 

police work. 

Re-structuring police tasks and the creation of a paraprofessional level 

job pre-supposes an accurate and comprehensive job analysis of total police 

function. This is extremely difficult to achieve. James Q. Wilson ~vas quoted 

earlier in this paper on the elusive nature of a police officer's job (p. 13) 

Others have voiced the same problem; for example, Ramsey Clark: "We still 

73 
do not have a careful analysis of the appropriate content of police activity.'' 

Given this circumstance, it is difficult to carve out a specific job function for 

paraprofessionals. In theory, paras would not be assigned any high-risk tasks, 

for example. So that Clark advises that no duties even potentially sensitive should 

be shifted away from regular officers. Err on the side of caution, not risk, so 

that officers continue to spend much time doing things that could be done by 

less skilled people. But Wilson stresses the highly unpredictable nature of 

danger in the police officer's job. He points out that the patrolman's job is 

mainly the maintenance of order, not actual la\'7 enforcement, and the maintenance 

72. Taken from an unpublished government document. 

73. Clark, R."Crime in America", N.Y. Simon and Shuster, 1970. 
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of order exposes the patrolman to physical danger of an unpredictable type. 

The danger in handling a domestic squabble (one of the reconunended ftmctions 

of CSO 1 s) is of a random, unexpected nature, as opposed to the "routine", 

taken-for-granted danger involved in, say, chasing a bank robber. And it is 

this unpredictability in the policeman's job that renders a task analysis 

useless. 

Order maintenance also necessarily involves the exercising of substantial 

discretion. vlilson asserts that the patrolman's decision, for action or non-

action, has an importance unmatched by any chief, In this respect, as Etzioni 

points out, the police are unlike any other occupation: in police organization 

the lowest man in the hierarchy - - the patrolman ·- - has the greatest pressure 

of discretionary power, Entrusting this discretionary pm-1er to less-than-fully-

trained people is1 according to some critics, a dangerous practice, 

The Fremont, California, Police Department commissioned the Social 

Development Corporation in 1973 to conduct a thorough task analysis of the 

7 I+ 
policeman's function. Using a systematic method developed by the U.S. Department 

of Labour, the SDC did an investigation into the precise nature of all tasks 

performed by all employees of the department, both s~1orn and non-S\'lorn. Based 

on this analysis, the SDC presented the department with a complete restructuring 

alternative for the delivery of services. The format includes detailed job 

descriptionsand training outlines for 15 different sworn and non-s~-1orn positions. 

This paper \'lill deal only with those relevant to paraprofessionals. 

The study created several non-s~mrn positions, l'lhich they entitled 

"Police Services Technicians" designed to relieve police officers of routine 

responsibilities as identified in the job analysis and to enhance the services 

74. "Use of Manpower in a City Police Force", Social Development Corporation, 
January 1973. 
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offered by the department. These paraprofessionals could specialize in 

one of a number of areas - - patrol, community programs, evidence, investigation, 

etc. and each position vJOuld carry ~vith it a specified career ladder, although 

in operation, of course not all \vould lead to m'rorn positions. In creating 

these positions, the study noted that service-oriented functions take up a 

large portion of the sworn officer's time. Based on the SDC observations, 

the study found "this \</ork is more often than not performed in a highly 

perfunctory manner, if it is performed at all • (vrhich) • . • precludes 

adequate attention to these delicate human relations problems". (p. 5) 

The Police Services Technician would have full responsibility for many 

duties in the non-criminal and minor criminal areas, as well as supportive roles 

in activities related to major crimes. Significantly, the study states: 

"Particular care v1as exercised to avoid certain aspects 
of the non·-S\V"orn 'paraprofessional' programs implemented 
by other law enforcement agencies. For example, the PST 
is not seen as a community relations specialist. The 
community relations approach has often resulted in the 
1 good guy-bad guy 1 syndrome whereby the police officer 
was relieved of any responsibility for understanding 
and working with the community \vhile the specialist 
was seen by the citizenry as possibly being its ally, 
but definitely not representative of or having any 
influence in the police department." (p. 3) 

This raises an importan.t issue for police \Wrk. For many, it is important 

that service functions are not wholly taken over by other agents. If police are 

"reduced" to enforcement of the la\'7, they \'Jill become even more alientated from 

the connnunity and this v1ill result in even greater problems in crime control and 

prevention. Even the President's Commission, mentioned earlier, that 

recommended paraprofessionals take over service functions, warned that the role of 

the police should not be changed radically; the performance of social service 

functions helps the police, over-all, to control crime. In so stating, though, the 
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Commission was making a case for integrating the service-oriented CS0 1 s 

completely in the police department, so that they are truly in and of the 

department. As we shall see in a later section, this has not often been 

successfully achieved. 

In "Varieties of Police Behavior" (Harvard University Press, Cambridge, 

Hass, 1968) James Q. \-Tilson grapples with these interrelated issues of police 

discretion, order maintenance, and community service orientation. Although 

-.;qritten before paraprofessionals came on the scene, its observations are highly 

relevant. According to Wilson, the. policeman is not a professional, but a 

member of a "craft" and as such, as stated earlier, there is noi.\·lritten rules 

as to ho'W he should behave. This is the basis for the great problem of police 

discretion-- \'lhen to arrest, -.;qhen to overlook minor misdeeds, and in part 

accounts for the great varieties in police behaviour from officer to officer, 

city to city. He states his opposition to one of these varieties, service

oriented patrolmen, because they are "to a substantial degree commanded by those 

whose disorder they must regulate." Hilson, hmqever, recognizes that each 

neighbourhood has its own level of tolerable disorder, and laH enforcement 

cannot operate effectively without the support and co-operation of those subject 

to it: "community norms need not be changed so much as understood 

This requires hiring officers who are (minority group members) even if they 

do not measure up fully to the standards of professional police departments". 

(p. 287). But the difficulty \'lith this, as Wilson points out, is that community 

oriented policing in the central city is a contradiction in terms. The central 

city is not a conununity in the same sense as a suburban community is. The 

central city is used by people from all over the metropolitan area for vmrk, 

entertainment, shopping and services, as well as by the residents. As a result, 
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competing life styles and competing sets of community norms exist side by 

side. To have a special police force geared to mainly one aspect of the 

community, in the form of neighbourhood units, indigenous civilian aides, or 

whatever, a police force that is more tolerant of resident community norms, is 

equated for Hilson '~<lith giving up the effort to create the best and highest 

level of order, and means turning the inner city over to those \li'ho come in 

search of disorder-- prostitution, cheap beverage rooms, and the like. Some 

inner city residents may not like having the police try to maintain order 

at the highest level, that demanded by the businessmen, business owners, shoppers, 

theater-goers, students and public officials who use the inner city. 

Further, there are deep cleavages within residential inner city groups. 

Hilson talks about apprehensiveness and hostility bet"t-7een members of different 

ethnic groups which would only be exacerbated by community aides. 

Given these problems, Hilson concludes the best step would be, not 

to bring discretionary decision-making closer into the neighbourhood, but to 

take it further m·my from the neighbourhood; as he says 11 to raise the level at 

\17hich decisions \'!ill be made", but at the same time to hire patrol personnel who 

are familiar with the neighbourhood, especially by hiring people \o7ho live there. 

Clearly, in this last statement, there remains a problem. Hhich is \li'hy, 

presumably, Hilson ends \li'ith "In sum, the police can cope with their problems 

but they cannot solve them". (p. 299). 

In the beginning (page 9) of this paper, reference was made to organizational 

resistance that is inevitable \~Then paraprofessionals, or any nev1 concept, is 

introduced. It is relevant to enlarge on this in the context of police 

75 
departments. Pruger and Sprecht speak of the "structured ignorance" that shapes 

75. Op. cit. 
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the relationship between any public agency and the community. Neither can 

have complete information about the other and this is inherent in the nature 

of organizations and communities. Nonetheless, each perceives their structural 

ignorance of the other to be a complete and equitable basis for action. Anyone 

who supplies nmv- or fuller information is perceived as an irritant. Both the 

organization and the community move to protect their mutual isolation. In 

the case of the police paraprofessional, although organizationally sanctioned 

to behave differently from the regular patrolman, he is highly suspect in 

his o\om community. If, with his more intimate knowledge of the P .D. he offers 

his neighbours a more balanced interpretation of activities, the community's 

suspicions of him are confirmed, Rather than performing an effective bridging 

function the para may he caught between the two: the P.D. may mistrust his 

loyalty and the community may view him as merely a second-class policeman. 

Police departments are, organizationally, even more ill-equipped than, 

say, hospitals, to absorb paraprofessionals, because hospitals have traditionally 

housed a wide variety of occupations and levels (doctors, nurses, social workers, 

occupational and vocational therapists, psychologists, researchers, various aides) 

'v-hile P .D. 1 s have housed a much more limited variety of occupational specialities 

and have no clear orientation to the employment of aides. 

Pruger and Sprecht make other observations about organizations and 

paraprofessionals that are relevant. The degree to which an organization perceives 

their responsiveness to the community as being inadequate, and therefore seeks 

consciously to improve it, is an important determing factor in organizational 

acceptance of paraprofessionals. 

Further, community attitudes contribute to the likelihood of successful 

introduction of paraprofessionals in different parts of an organization. For 

example, the community is generally more sensitive to the treatment of 

children by police than the treatment of adults. Therefore it \V"ould seem more 
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reasonable to expect more success ~V'ith a police paraprofessional in a juvenile 

bureau. 

Other factors which can affect an organization 1 s barriers are more 

unique, situational factors: for example, the degree to which a chief of police 

is concerned about the P .D. 1 s public image, or, as Pruger and Sprecht point out, 

the degree to ~.,hich the chief sees political advantages in sponsoring the 

program. Because of these situational factors, the most common response to 

a paraprofessional program is an ambivalent one. The head of an organization 

may anticipate a friendlier, more co-operative community and public· 

congratulations for bold innovativeness; and may dread a militantly aroused, 

critical community, service breakdowns, and public embarrassment. 

A recent workshop on police paraprofessionals organized by the Manitoba 

Police Commission reflects this ambivalent attitude at all levels, The ~.,orkshop 

was geared mainly to volunteers (although 74% of participants favored paid 

paraprofessionals), Participants were drmm from police, public, and community 

groups and most (77%) favored the introduction of auxiliary police in Manitoba 

but there "~ere wide-ranging disagreements expressed concerning ~vhere and how they 

76 
should be used, The H"orkshop also raised questions of union concerns about 

job security, and the availability of suitable recruits for a paraprofessional 

program. 

In sum, the advantages claimed for paraprofessionals in police work are: 

they will improve the quality of police services; they ,.,ill serve to bridge the 

communication gap between police and community; they ,.,ill relieve higher. trained 

officers to perform more demanding duties; and they ~.,ill provide a means for 

76, Data taken from "Evaluation of Horkshop of Auxiliary Policing", document 
obtained from the Manitoba Police Commission. 
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impoverished and minority groups to enter police work and upgrade 

themselves to regular members of the force. 

The disadvantages outlined in this section are: discretionary power 

and unpredictable risks are key factors in police duties and cannot be 

isolated out of a paraprofessional's assignment; since central city areas are 

not homogenous communities, community service-oriented policing w·ill only 

serve to sharpen cornnunity conflicts; paraprofessionals cannot effectively 

perform the bridging role because of inevitable police/community isolation and 

suspicion; paraprofessionalism creates an underclass of minority police 

personnel; paraprofessionalism creates a "good guys vs bad buys" image in 

the community, and further alienates the police; and paraprofessionals '"ill take 

jobs a>vmy from police, 

All the problems raised in the general introduction to this paper 

( page 7 - 16 ) are also applicable to police programs and the reader is referred 

to this section. The present section has been oriented to more exclusively 

police-related issues. These, as \vell as other specific problems will be 

dealt with as they arise in the following two sections on existing programs. 

Not all the issues however are addressed, or even raised, by operating 

projects. As stated earlier in the paper, most programs are written up by people 

'v7ho believe their program 'v7as a success and problems are glossed over. Articles 

in police journals or New Careers books are generally headed "X Oity Para 
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Program a Success''. Rarely do we see headlines heralding failures. 

77. There is another factor possibly operating here. Virtually all the CSO 
programs in the U.s. were funded with federal money. If a police administrator 
admits to a great deal of problems it is not seen in any way as contributing 
to the sum of knowledge \ve have about particular programs, but is equated 
simply v7ith program failure, and leads to a termination of fund.ing at the 
end of the grant period, rather than renewal. For most administrators in any 
discipline, turning down money is anathema. The ultimate test is: 'vhat does 
the police administrator do when federal funding ceases - - solve his 
problems or drop the program? 
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Even in the program survey I. U.s. conducted presumably those failing to 

respond had different reasons than responding agencies. And of responding agencies, 

those designated as program spokesmen are generally those who are committed 

to the program concept. Thus the disadvantages predicted may tend to remain 

theoretical and untested. 
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Evidence 

In the U.S., there have been literally hundreds of CSO-type para-

professional programs funded by the federal government since the passage of the 
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Safe Streets Act in the late 1960's. Despite the large numbers of such programs 

in police departments, little hard information about them is available. Huch 

of v1hat has been written· is anecdotal in nature, and though probably accurately 

reflecting the feelings of the various authors - police personnel as vmll as 

sociologists - it is not very helpful in providing a detailed understanding of 

hm'l these programs actually fared in operation. 

There have been several careful studies. One, a case-study approach 

of a paraprofessional program in a single community - Richmond, California; and 

another, a survey conducted by the Urban Institute of eight U.S. cities having 

paraprofessional programs - \vill be described in detail. There are a fev7 more 

worthwhile studies, and a great many more subjective reports, which will also 

be revie,y-ed, but more briefly. 

The Richmond Program 

The Richmond CSO program vras derived directly from the philosophy 

and approach of th~ New Careers movement. The program vras funded by the OEO 

(Office of Economic Opportunity) and its goals were first, to create 

jobs for the poor, and second, to improve police services to the 

community. Project goals emphasized that doing menial \vork under 

vrhatever title is not a new career. There was to be no vmshing of police 

78. In Canada we were able to learn of the existence of only one paid CSO-type 
program - that operated by the RCHP. It involves hiring Native Indians as 
special constables to patrol reserve areas. They have more lenient entrance 
requirements, shorter basic training, and lmver pay than regular RCMP 
constables. The program is included in the survey charts. 
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cars for the five CSO' s under the guise of career. The work v1as to be 

a meaningful contribution to the department, the person involved, and 

the community, The Program \'las introduced in 1965 and evaluated in 1967 

by the Survey Research Center of the University of California at 

Berkeley. 

The project was a joint venture of the police department and a 

social work agency. The chief \'las a member of a local community 

services council and was approached Hith the New Careers idea by the 

director of the council. The chief became interested, despite reser

vations ("What we really need is professional help"). 

Although such joint sponsorship of CSO programs is not typical 

(usually they are totally P.D. programs), the dual aspect brought to 

light many of the critical issues that exist. It took t\vo months of 

negotiating before the two could agree on job duties for the cso's. 

According to the social services people, the police kept emphasizing 

what the CSO's could not do, There was also a lot of discussion 

centered around the matter of loyalty to the department and \'lhat would 

happen if the cso' s \vitnessed incidents which later led to grievances 

against the department. In the end, it Has agreed that paraprofessionals 

\Wuld work in the juvenile bureau, making home visits to discuss police 

programs, delinquency and crime prevention, juven_ile offenses, and laws; 

experimenting \'l:i.th methods to relate to neighbourhood youth; and inter

preting police programs and problems of juvenile offenders to parents 

and community groups. 

Conflicts arose over recruitment. The social agency, according 

to the police department, wanted to recruit on a too wide-open basis, 



Police were more concerned about applicants' backgrounds, For example 

one applicant, a waitress, was rejected by the police because the rest

aurant she \Wrked in was known to be a place v1here drugs were passed, 

Earlier in the discussion it had been agreed that the department reserve 

the right to reject any applicant. It was also agreed by the department 

that merely having a police record per se would not be disqualifying, 

In fact, however, all applicants Hith records were rejected, The social 

agency objected to \vhat they termed as the "moralistic" orientation 

of the department. News of some of these divisive discussions reached 

the ne\vspapers and there was a minor furor. 

Only the "top brass" were in on these discussions. The Sergeant 

in Juvenile v1ho was selected as supervisor of the paras was not too 

sure of what he was supposed to use these people for, The social work 

agency imagined that the Juvenile section already had an established 

practice of working "in depth" with juveniles and their families, when 
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in fact this \vas not so, and their function had been far more perfunctory. 

No wonder the Sergeant was concerned. 

Recruits got a three-months' social orientation and skills 

training course from the social services agency all of \vhich was largely 

resented by the recruits but generally approved by the staff, and then 

they were given the equivalent of about two-thirds of the formal 

training given to any rookie policeman (60 hours compared to 104 hours 

for police). After that, they were assigned to the juvenile bureau and 

began to assume their duties, 

The evaluation gives detailed case studies of various incidents 

in which the paraprofessionals intervened successfully. In each case, 



the paras functioned as social vvorkers, shm-ring persistence, a wide 

variety of strategies, and personal interest and involvement, in solving 
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problems, referred by officers in juvenile, such as neighbourhood 

quarrels, petty theft, gambling, runavmys, and minor property damage 

cases. The paras organized and conducted a police-youth discussion 

group, involving only youths who had had difficulties with the police. 

Paras ~Jere assigned by the department to observe and oversee a park that 

was the scene of a good deal of malicious mischief. The social agency 

opposed this "casual" patrolling as being too much like policing, If 

the paraprofessionals should come to be vieuecl as junior police or, 

as they put it, as "finks", the ~Jhole bridging concept ~muld be thrmvn 

into jeopardy. The police, on the other hand, were strongly in favour 

of this observer role and sav1 it as a potentially valuable use of paras, 

And since the police took over exclusive supervision of the project 

after several months, the observer role 'vas pursued, Another factor 

in developing this role vms that the mistrust and suspicion that many 

officers in juvenile division had about the paras resulted in fevl cases 

being turned over to them and \•7hen officers did refer cases they often 

refused to let the paras see all the relevent records and paperuork on 

the grounds of "security". Besides this, the senior officers also felt 

that patrolling the park Has not proper use of regular police. As the 

evaluation reported it:"There is something incongruous about detailing a 

79.The procedure Has that after a case had been closed by the police 
department, the officer \vould refer it to the paraprofessional, Hho was 
to contact the family in the name of the P.D. and explain the department's 
handling of the case and try to find out if there were additional \vays in 
which they could be of service to the youth or his family. 
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man to chase children 9-14 years of age from a park when the board is 

popping with calls of a more serious nature" (p. 97) 
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At any rate, it turned out to be one of the most successful 

aspects of the program. The paras became observers and peacekeepers, 

handling such problems as teenage gambling in the park, rm,zdy children in 

stores, minor stealing, feisty loiterers 1 minor interracial disputes, 

and the like. 

Other activities of paraprofessionals came not from patrol, or 

from officer referrals, but when the para learned in other ways of 

community problems, like school harassment or drop-outs and ,.,orked to 

resolve them. 

In terms of effects on the paraprofessionals themselves, the 

evaluation found that their lives were improved by the economic and 

personal stability the job provided. They developed skills, a sense 

of self-\-lorth, and in t\,10 cases a leadership capacity. 

The evaluation studied the impact on the community in both a 

qualitative and quantitative way. First the qualitative assessment: 

The evaluation found that the paraprofessionals filled a unique and 

needed role in the community through their generalized helping relation

ship because of theirmotivation and interest, their general mandate to 

be of service, their freedom from racial and class differences with the 

client, and their information about the community. The evaluation 

qualifies the positive assessment by noting that paraprofessionals' 

"services are insufficient for all of the many problems in the Richmond 

ghetto and that in some cases even the best efforts are insufficient". (p.l06) 
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A Citizen's Revie\·7 Committee also evaluated the Richmond program, 

and stated in their report: 

"The services provided by the aides give many families the 
feeling that the city really does care about them and wants 
to 4elp them ••• A strongly affirmative response was also 
elicited by a questionnaire to recipients of the Police
Community Aide services." 

In terms of the program's impact on juvenile crime rates, it 

was found that among 75 youths who received substantial paraprofessional 

services over the two-year period, offense rate declined. This is 

especially noteworthy because the youths served were typically referred 

for service because of delinquent acts, and it is \'Jell established that, 

under usual circumstances, youths who have committed offenses before are 

~ likely to offend again. For juveniles as a \·Thole in the area, 

crime rate increased during the program period, 

As for the program's impact on the police department, it was minimal. 

Except for the chief, who was very supportive and overcame his initial 

reluctance to the extent that he indicated he would like 25 to 50 

such paraprofessionals, the rest of the department. remained generally 

indifferent if not dmvnright hostile. Paraprofessional contact with 

policemen was"limited. A survey conducted by the evaluators shmved 

that only about one-third of the men even knew about the project, Of 

these, one-half were favorable, The remainder showed uncertainty, 

r.eluctance and skepticism tmvard social service in general, and in 

particular, its relevence to policing. For those fe\v police officers 

who had a chance to observe paraprofessionals working, attitudes \-Jere 

highly accepting with regard to the para's utility to the police. 
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The Urban Institute Study 

The Urban Institute conducted intervieHs with police managers, 

officers in charge of paraprofessionals, and some of the paraprofessionals 

themselves in eight different cities with CSO-type paraprofessional 

employees. Results v1ere published in 1975. 

In addition to communications, identification, detention, 

bicycle bureau, car pound and traffic duties, CSO's in these cities 

assist officers in contacts with citizens, lectures, patroling schools 

and parks and in crime prevention campaigns. They also conduct tours 

in the police department, report on and patrol vacant houseQ, report 

on abandoned vehicles, and refer citizens to other agencies. In the 

cities surveyed, the number of CSO's employed by P.D.'s rang;ed from 

6 to SO. More than half (55%) were minority group citizens. Average 

salaries ranged from $3,600 to $9,147 per year and averaged about 

$5,400. All were funded initially by federal money. All had hep;un 

before 1972 and five out of the eight intend to continue the program, 

mostly on city funds. 

Paraprofessionals were generally young and Here recruited ~\lith 

the aim of interesting them in police careers and of improving police-, 

community relations. In all cities, paraprofessionals Here unarmed, 

had different uniforms than police officers, and had no special powers 

of arrest, Generally, a high school der-;ree was not required and 

candidates with misdemeanor records ~-1ere accepted, 

All eight officers in charge stated that their programs Here very 

beneficial to police/community relations, to the police .department itself 
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(through cost savings and CSO support to sHorn officers), and the CSO 1 s 

(through educational assistance and awareness of the possibility of a police 

career). Paraprofessionals 1 perceptions \-Jere similar. Both CSO 1 s and 

officers felt the CSO 1 s \-Tere performing t•7el1.. Six of the eight officers 

said more should be hired. 

In terms of problems, five of the officers expressed some reservations 

but these were fet>~ and considered minor: excessive CSO absences, inadequate 

selection criteria, the need for a longer probationary period (one year 

rather than six months) and an improved relationship between line officers and 

CSO's. 

The paraprofessionals felt they tvere given too many clerical duties 

and not enough field t•Jork, needed more training, and more supervision. 

Dissatisfaction \-laS expressed about performing too many personal duties for 

officers, lmq pay, and inadequate department attention to citizen welfare. 

To paraprofessionals, the most difficult parts of their jobs t•1ere talking to irate 

citizens, trying to satisfy citizen needs and preventing disturbances. 

Both officers and CSO 1 s felt training was deficient. It averaged about 

one month. Officers recommended more training for CS0 1 s in report \olriting, 

public relations and field work with officers and drugs. The CS0 1 s \-7anted more 

and deeper classroom work and more field training. 

All CSO 's said they had given thought to becoming police officers before 

they entered or heard of the program. Most officers in charge thought the 

CS0 1 s desired police careers. 

Community reaction to CS0 1 s Has "very positive" according to 



both officers and CSO's. The CSO's reported that their becoming police 

paraprofessionals had not affected their friendships "on the outside". 

Only 2 of the 18 CSO's interviewed said that they had lost friendships 

as a result of peer disapproval. 
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CSO-type paraprofessionals earn less than "ordinary" clerical 

civilians >-Jerking in police departments (about $5,400 compared to $8, 3Lf8). 

The average police salary in these eight cities at that time \vas $10,872. 

Although CSO salaries averaged 49% less than that for sworn 

officers, the cost savings benefit must be qualified. The complaints 

the CSO' s had were that they \·Tan ted better pay and training. These 

\vere precisely the areas of cost savings to the department. If these 

are improved their cost incentive to police departments is substantially 

reduced, 

Many paraprofessional programs are experimental and not integrated 

into long-range plans of the police departments, The Urban Institute 

described in detail, hm1ever, one program which \vas considered success

ful, and funding was taken over by the city when the federal grant ran 

out, In this particular program, the planning and design stages took 

over three years before paraprofessionals were placed in the field. 

During the planning period, the P.D. determined what duties were to be per

formed by paras, Cost/benefits \vere analyzed to determine which of the 

most time-consuming tasks could he performed by them. In the end, 

duties consisted basically of report-taking in the field in non-dangerous 

situations. Entrance qualifications were the same for paraprofessionals 

as for regular recruits, but eligible age was lowered from 21 to 18. 
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Training \vas exactly the same as for normal recruits. Paras v7ere both 

male and female and wore uniforms different from poli.ce. 

At first officers resisted the young paraprofessionals, hut 

\vithin a year and a half not only accepted their help but urged that 

more be hired. Duties of paras were expanded to include virtually 

all those performed by officers, except for those requiring arrest or 

relating to homicide investigations. The number of paras was doubled. 

They \vere supervised by the same shift sergeant Hho supervised m,10rn 

patrol officers. 

Their basic salaries were 27% less than those of patrolmen, but 

they were Civil Service positions with all the usual benefits. 

Neither management nor the officers had any problems vlith the 

program. But, the city involved had neither a large poor nor a large 

minority population; and police/community relations were felt to he 

good to begin with and recruits were the same as regular police but 

younger. Nevertheless, management's careful attention to detail in 

the lengthy planning stage vTas seen by the evaluators as the major factor 

in its success. 

In summary, almost everybody involved in these eight programs 

\vere favorably impressed. But as the report concludes: 

"Prospects for continuation ••• are not clear ••• To continue 
in the long run, both the city and the police department 
must consider CSO's useful enough to \varrant funding against 
competition from other city programs ••• and since the programs 
are experimental and small. •• they are vulnerable when budgets 
are being cut" (p. 79) 
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In 197Lf, Booz-Allen and Hamilton evaluated feclera1ly-funded police 

paraprofessional programs operating in four cities in California. Project 

goals for all four were to reduce the workload of regular officers 

in nonhazardous duties, increase police job opportunities for minorities 

and improve police community relations. T\vo \vere found to be successful 

in reducing the workload of regular officers. None were very successful 

in increasing their departments' minority representation. The evaluators 

could make no conclusive statement about the programs' impact on 

police-community relations, based on a community attitude survey, 

One city had success in using tl1e project as a recruitment base for 

regular officers - 12 out of 32 cso's joined the department. 

It is of interest to note that this last city, Inglewood, 

published a report of their program in the June 1974 issue of "The 

Police Chief". The arti.cle was headed "Police-Community Service Program 

Successful in Inglewood". There is no indication in the article that 

the independent evaluators failed to find conclusive evidence of positive 

impact on community relations, The article, instead, asserts that the 

CSO's are performing "a vital function: They bolster the department's 

public image ••• " (p. 20) 

In Seattle, an evaluation of the CSO program found that "the 

program has been successful in making a system impact through providing 

services to the community (patrol and non-law enforcement services) and 

relieving police officers of non-law enforcement duties. Hm·mver, the 

project has not been as successful in upgrading CSO employment status 

80 
and skills". 

80. "Police Community Service Officers" National Criminal Justice Reference 
Service, Harch 1977. p. 22 



In Dayton, eight officers and five paraprofes~donals work as a 

81 
unit "with great freedom in determining courses of action". The unit 
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reviews all reports on the use of force, resisting arrest, disturbances, 

etc. It maintains contact \•7ith the community in a variety of ways -

deals with landlord-tenant disputes, poor street conditions, anything 

that could lead to conflict. The results are that in those areas 

'·7here the program is operating, the number of disturbances and the 

amount of malicious property destruction have diminished. 

In New Haven, a police paraprofessional program 'vas initially 

described as a failure because, given low recruiting standards, 

insufficient resources were devoted to remedial education and supportive 

services. The department got additional money and began a ne~7 program. 

For the first six months, paraprofessionals worked out of neighbourhood 

centres concerned with youth problems; for the next six months, the 

paras rotated through vari.ous departmental units. It was not until 

the second year that paraprofessional work emphasized la~7 enforcement 

activities. 

In the San Francisco program mentioned earlier (p. 6) training 

for cso' s is. action-oriented "in order to maintain the interest of the 

men and 'wmen who are recruited from the urban poor". All of the 

training is in the field except for 1~ hours a day in the Police Academy. 

In Chicago, a large police paraprofessional program (422 aides 

were hired) 'ms begun \vith Hodel Cities funds in the late 1960's. 

As mandated by Hodel Cities, programs had to be geared to the inner city 

81. Hasserman, op cit 
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using indigenous (hence minority) youth. It is no longer funded by 

Hodel Cities, and the inner city indigenous orientation has been 

dropped although most areas served are still Hodel Cities. Also, \·7hen 

the city took over funding, the number of paras Has reduced to 70. The 

most significant feature of tl1e Chicago program is the amount of training 

paraprofessionals receive - 255 hours in Grimi.nal Law, Department 

Standards, Field Procedures, Social Sciences, etc. Duties in this 

program emphasize non-regulatory foot patrols, but except for making 

arrests, paraprofessionals do almost everything that mvorn officers do, 

They are allowed up to 9 hours per week \vith pay to attend school, 

and in one district 17 out of L12 police paraprofessionals, former 

high-school drop-outs, enrolled in university. 

According to Sgt. John Chamberlin, there has been no problems 

vlith the police union "since the duties ••• do not overlap but complement" 

(from a personal conversation \·lith the junior author). lloHever he did 

say that initially one of the main problems was to educate the police 

officers as to the role of the paraprofessionals. The early resentment, 

he said, was overcome because many policemen do not like to have to 

deal with lost children, or drunks, or go to school basketball games. 

At first, there was public resentment as well (CS0 1 s were called 

"piglets") but public response now is described as excellent, by Chamberlin. 

In one program, reported in Fink and Sealy, "It shortly became 

evident that in encounters with the police blacks tended to cooperate 

more readily vJhen the black CSO vms present, not because it \vas in his 

poHer to give them a break, but because of their anticipation that they 

V7ould be treated more fairly" (p, 55) 



In Atlanta, the chief of police feels that paraprofessional 

programs are useful as a means of recruitinR minority officers. Out 

of 50 CSO's from the ghetto, age 17-21, the chief reported '\1e are 

convinced that eventually we vlill get at least lrO good patrolmen." 

This brief review gives an idea of the kind of literature that 

exists on police paraprofessional programs in operation. They give 

some idea of at least potential strengths and ~veaknesses in police 

paraprofessionalism. 
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The Survey 

In March, 1977, I.U.S. llk~iled survey forms to over 200 police agencies 

in the U.S. kno'l-m to be operating, or to have operated in the past, 

82 
paraprofessional police programs of the type being examined by this paper. 

In addition, forms were sent to all major Canadian cities, as well as to 

the Association of Chiefs of Police and the RCMP requesting information on the 

existence of such programs in Canada. The survey form is shown in Appendix A. 

This mailing yielded 47 completed survey forms from police agencies with 

relevant programs. 

The charts on the follmdng pages present the results. The first 5 localities 

(areas A through E) are responding cities with populations exceeding 1,000,000. 

The next 5 (areas F through J) are cities with populations of 500,000 to 1,000,000. 

The next 10 (areas K through T) represent cities with populations of 200,000 to 

500,000. Areas U through PP are localities with populations of less than 200,000. 

The last 4 (areas QQ through TT) come from unidentified cities. Due to clerical 

error, information identifying city of origin 'toJas lost. 

In presenting the responses in chart form, it v1as necessary to 

abbreviate concepts and information. The original survey responses v7ere 

frequently full and lengthy, and often supplemented \V'ith additional data. He 

received a flood of in-house documents, reports, evaluations, plans, guides, and 

handbooks. We have tried to use key phrases as used by responding agencies to 

convey meanings (for example, referring to service calls as "nuisance '"ork"). 

Although much is necessarily ommitted, \oJe have tried to compress the information 
83 

and communicate the main points. 

82. Names of agencies were obtained through National Council on Crime and Delinquency, 
Law Enforcement Assistance Administration, and local criminal justice planning 
agencies in each state. 

83. Please note that CR is often used for community relations, P.o. for Police Officer, 
N, for number of CSO's in the Department, Other abbreviations should be 
comprehensible, 
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A number of conclusions stand out from an examination of the survey 

responses. In the majority of police departments where paraprofessionals were 

introduced, there was opposition from line police officers. Sixty percent 

of surveys mentioned police hostility toward paraprofessionals, based on 

perceived job threat. The response is nearly automatic. Even in the case 

(area Z) where only one CSO ,.,as appointed, and he ,.,as a 44 year old man who 

had been a police volunteer reservist in the department for 18 years before 

that, the reaction of the officers \>las still one of suspicion and hostility. 

In another city, (area CC) the one position created \vas taken by a white middle

aged female school teacher, and the police still felt threatened with job 

insecurity. It hardly matters if the position if filled by black militants or 

not: it is the concept that is un:'lcceptable, at least at first, and no 

inroads are welcomed. In many cases it is reported that once police saw 

that they ,.,ere not going to be replaced by the paraprofessionals, such 

hostility passed. 

Cost savings is a major factor in introducing or evaluating para

professional police programs. About SO% of the responding departments mentioned 

cost factors either as the rationale for the program or as a benefit. It is 

the general consensus that services can be maintained or improved at reduced cost 

through the use of paraprofessionals. Significantly, though, most departments 

have not conducted thorough cost-benefit analyses to reach this conclusion. 

A third finding is not apparent from the chart, but it is that virtually 

none of the departments have a built-in career ladder in their paraprofessional 

positions. In constructing the chart, responses to the survey question on 

opportunities for advancement were found to be monotonously the same no 

opportunity - - so in the interests of space-saving, it ,.,as omitted. In each 
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case, agencies reported that civil service rules determined the standards 

for the position of police officer, and no matter ho"t-7 long or how '"ell a person 

performed as a para, this experience could not be applied in any formal "tolay 

to make him eligible, if he did not meet civil service requirements. 

Civil service rules are not immutable. They have been changed in the 

past, even to admit paraprofessionals (see the section on L~w). It has been 

pointed out, though, by many authors (Pruger and Sprecht, Lynton, and others) 

that civil service restrictions are used by organizations and individuals as 

obstacles ~-1hen change is really not desired. The experience of City "B'' is 

a case in point. The police union, already hostile to the idea of para

professionals because of the threat to job secuirty, took the issue to court 

on the grounds that the paraprofessional position was not permitted by the civil 

service. 

The final column sho"t-lS that many CSO 1 s became police officers, but this 

is not through a built-in career ladder. They must apply just like any other 

would-be recruit. It is relevant to note, though, that several responding 

departments said former CSO 1 s make better officers than ordinary recruits, and 

several departments, especially in smaller cities, said they instituted a CSO 

program for the purpose of officer recruitment. In these kind of departments, 

where they are having trouble finding recruits, CSO applicants generally are 

required to have the same prerequisites as police officers, except for a lower 

minimum age. Apparently if they don't get them young, they don't get them at 

all. 

The survey shov7S that duties, salary, training and prerequisites vary 

considerably across departments. 
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Duties may include community relations, foot and motor patrol, 

responding to non-enforcement calls, report-taking, crime prevention, 

provision of social services, intestigation, ~"ark '"ith youth, and crm"d 

control, as well as in-house clerical duties. There are suggestions that 

some departments have experienced the difficulty of task analysis of a 

policeman's job as predicted by some theorists (see page 70). But it is 

clear that many departments have devoted a great deal of effort into clearly 

defining the tasks for paraprofessionals84 and are not experiencing any trouble 

in this regard. In fact, next to cost-savings, this seems to be one of the most 

successful factors. Paraprofessionals are effectively relieving police officers 

of the specific tasks which officers are least trained for and least disposed to 

carrying out, the tasks one department referred to as "nuisance work." Hith 

regard to the danger element in police '"ark, there "1as absolutely no indication 

that this has been a problem. All departments seem to be managing to carve 

out non-hazardous duties from the sum total of a policeman's responsibilities. 

The statement of paraprofessional tasks frequently specifies that "x" kind of 

event (investigation, report-taking) may be handled by the para, where no 

suspect is present or when no arrest is anticipated. 

One city (Area JJ) did a study which shm.,ed that paraprofessionals '"ere 

being assigned only 77% of the calls they could have handled. That is, in 

retrospect, the remaining 23% also turned out to be safe, but dispatcher erred 

on the side of caution. With regard to the handling of disputes, one department 

went so far as to say paraprofessionals learn to be better mediators than officers 

because they have no power of arrest. 

Almost 40% of police departments report that paraprofessionals are success-

fully relieving officers of certain tasks, and in addition many departments 

84. Several responding departments included detailed lists of the exact 
calls that paras were to be sent out on. 
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have statistics to prove that this in turn has resulted in faster response 

time, more arrests, or reduced crime. 

One further note about tasks: paraprofessionals in all departments 

are supervised by s'qorn officers, but the chart has an entry only when 

the number of supervising staff is known. 

Salaries range from about $5,000 to $12,000. It is always starting salary 

that is listed. Prerequisites are varied. They usually included the 

categories of physically fit and good character but in the interests of space 

economy this has not always been listed. 

Another prerequisite almost always demanded, but not always listed in 

the chart, was "ability to communicate with the public". But as one department 

respondent noted, in view of the enormous police - CSO problems, perhaps 

it would have been better to specify "ability to communicate with police". 

Training was equally varied from none to four months, class or 

field, and with regard to content, It is of interest to note that training 

for fully-qualified police officers (listed for comparison's sake whenever 

available) also varies greatly, In one case (area V) classroom training 

for paraprofessionals was longer than for police. The average length of 

training (class and field, where specified) was 6 weeks for paraprofessionals 

and 15 weeks for officers. 

Many departments reported that their CSO program resulted in 

improved police community relations, but other than surveys of "clients" 

served, there is little to substantiate this. It is certainly possible that 

these kinds of intangibles are elusive of proof but nonetheless real, and 

the respondents -- commanding officers, police chiefs, program directors -

may have a very real "feel" for the social impact of the program. Attitude 
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surveys conducted show the community·to be pleased, in general, with the 

program and the paraprofessionals. There is no evidence (no search either) 

of a good guys/bad guys dichotomy with the public turning hostile to the 

regular officers, and no indication one ,.,ay or the other that officers 

are becoming more remote as a result of loss of service functions, 

Invariably though post-program attitude surveys of police shmv 

less than whole-hearted approval of the concept, despite the fact that 

they are being relieved of duties they apparently do not like anyway. As 

in the Richmond case, several responding departments found, in surveys of 

the:men, that many knew little about the paraprofessional program even 

after it had been operating some time, and most officers have little or 

no contact 'vith CSO' s. Paraprofessionals tend to remain isolated and 

unintegrated in department functioning, operationally and fiscally. 

One final observation about the survey results. As mentioned above, 

many police departments responded with a wealth of statistics, in-house and 

outside evaluations, and thoughtful, perceptive comments. nut others 

seemed to have (or to release) little concrete information about programs 

operating in their own department. Some of this seems to be because it 

is federal money, not "theirs", being spent and there is little ideological 

committment to the program. One department commented that they started 

the CSO program because they were offered federal money to do so. Another 

said they were unconcerned about cost/benefit analyses because it was 

federally funded, These kinds of comments do not reflect a great stake in 

the program. LEAA, the prime federal funder, has no clear, certainly no 

enforced, policy of objective outside evaluation of grants. As a consequence, 

little hard evidence is accumulating. Even when evidence is available, 



there is disturbing suspicion that no one is reading it. In several of 

the responding "packages" we received~ police administrators filled out 

our survey and included additional available data on their program. 
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Though "no problems encountered" was entered in the survey form, examination 

of the accompanying studies suggested very definite problem areas. Do 

administrators not read their own department reports? They evidently did 

not know what was in them. 

To sum up the Law Enforcement section, despite many predicted and 

encountered problems, paraprofessionalism in police work is well-established 

in the u.s. where it is almost entirely initiated with federal funding. 

Although paraprofessional budgets are often cut when federal funding ceases, 

and their potential value as social programs is subverted (through dropping 

of minority recruitment emphasis, making entry requirements more restrictive, 

or spreading target areas beyond the inner city.)~ the programs are usually 

not eliminated altogether. As with many other occupational areas, police 

managers are finding the cost savings very attractive. One responding 

city in the survey (area L ) said that CSO' s represented the only \vay, 

given budget restricti-ons, that police services could be maintained at 

an acceptable level. Paraprofessionals are apparently safely taking over 

the non-enforcement tasks which are the responsibility of PO's. Opposition 

from police parallels professional resistance found in every occupation, 

perhaps exceeds it, but there is evidence that such opposition eases with 

the passage of time, and is ameliorated when line officers are consulted and 

involved in the development of the program. As Fink and Sealy state, however, 

"Not all policemen ••• are willing to recognize that the young 
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minority group citizen, functioning as a community service 
officer, is an ally and partner of inestimable value in the work 
of crime prevention and crime control. Yet eventually most will 
see the light, and when that day comes, it "t-lill be a critical 
and noteworthy moment in the evolution of police work." (p.59) 
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V Summary and Conclusion 

Paraprofessionals first began to appear in significant numbers in the 

mid 1960 1 s. They were people ~vho '"ere trained and employed to perform 

parts of jobs previously performed by professionals. Paraprofessionalism 

developed partly as a response to social activist demands for improved service 

delivery. Manpmver shortages, rising costs, increased specialization and 

bureaucratization and professional - client class barriers leading to agency 

unresponsiveness ,.,ere all seen as contributing to inadequate delivery of services 

in medicine, la~1, social work, teaching, lmv enforcement and other fields. 

Paraprofessionalisrn was also seen as a weapon in the war against poverty. By 

providing meaningful employment for the unemployed, they could be helped to 

become self-reliant and financially secure. 

Balancing these advantages - - improved services by easing the manpovrer 

shortage, reducing costs, ameliorating the effects of specialization and 

bureaucratization, and improving professional/client relationships and hence 

agency responsiveness and eradication of poverty - - \vere a number of problems, 

anticipated or encountered. These included: the (low level, make-shift quality 

of paraprofessional jobs; personal and organizational barriers to bridging the 

professional/ client gap; professional/paraprofessional conflicts, especially ,.,hen 

both parties were poorly prepared; task uncertainties; and legal and training 

problems. 

Despite problems, however, paraprofessionalism gre\v at a very rapid 

rate in the 60 1 s and 70 1 s. Spurred on by continued social activism, heavy 

government financing and the perception of advantages accruing, especially that of 

reduced costs, the number of paraprofessionals increased in all fields. 
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The climate now is much more conservative than it was in the 1960's. 

Practically all the movements of the 60's have quieted doVJU, There has been 

a severe retrenchment particularily in human services. The virtual closing 

dQ~n1 of the war on poverty, in the U.S., has ended employment for many 

paraprofessionals. 

At the same time, though, current budgetary squeezes are serving to 

increase the attractive.ness of paraprofessionals. As Pearl notes in a recent 
85 

review of the state of the paraprofessional phenomenon, paras are gaining 

a measure of acceptance for all the "wrong" reasons: because they are cheap 

in wages and in the ease \vith \vhich they can be removed. 

The achieving of other goals or advantages of the program is not so 

clear, now 10 or 15 years later. The literature shm·Js many studies on effectiveness 

of paraprofessionals, hut they are plagued \vi th design inadequacies. A large 

number of paraprofessionals are still etnployed on grants with tenuous year -

to - year funding. Few are becoming professionals through built-in upgrading, 

Those who do are pointed out as examples of ,.,hat can happen - - but generally 

doesn't. Paraprofessionals have not been, according to Gartner and Riessman, 86 

a radical force for change in society's institutions. As ,.,orkers, they 

are concerned with typical worker issues - - salaries, fringe benefits, 

advancement, and so on. Very frequently they are not indigenous people. 

None of this, ho~mver, should be construed as a ,.,rite-off of the 

paraprofessional movement, It is very much a live and viable movement, existing 

despite unresolved issues just as it was introduced and developed despite 

unresolved issues. There are problems, but no evidence that medical paraprofessionals 

85. "Paras, Peers, and Pros", The Personnel and Guidance Journal, 53, 4, 1974. 

86. Paras, Peers, and Pros. op. cit. 
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make people sicker, that teaching paraprofessionals make children duller 

or that police paraprofessionals make crime more rampant. Quite the 

opposite, in fact, in each case. According to Gartner and Riesman, both 

admittedly strong proponents of the concept, " ... it is now (1974) taken 

for granted that persons without formal preparation and traditional credentials 
87 

can do significant human service vmrk" (p. 254) And the demand is still there, 

both from financially-pressed agencies and from the community. A recent (June 

12, 1977) article in the Ne'" York Times reported on the hostility vlith which 

inmates at a vmmen 1 s correctional institution greeted a better-parenting program, 

assailing it as "irrelevant" because none of the trainers ,.,ere indigenous, 

i.e., paraprofessionals. They refused to accept the program until some of the 

inmates were trained to become counselors in it. 

In conclusion, then, the paraprofessional movement is alive and v1ell 

vlith potential for serving the needs of agencies~ of professionals, of the 

community, and of the paraprofessional himself. 

87. Paras, Pros, and Peers, op. cit. 
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APPENDIX A 

POLICE PARAPROFESSIONAL SURVEY 

1. Hhy ~V"as a paraprofessional position introduced to the poHce department? 
That is, what conditions existed prior to the introduction of para
professionals vrhich prompted the program? 

2. \fuat is the nature of the duties performed hy paraprofessional personnel? 
Pleasedescribe role, specifying, where possible, functions unique to the 
paraprofessional position and functions formerly performed by the fully
S\vorn police officer. Indicate also degree of supervision. Hhat is the 
rate of pay for paraprofessionals and for fully-sworn police officers? 



3. Hhat are the prerequisites (physical, educational legal,etc.) for a person 
applying for a paraprofessional position and what kind of training or job 
preparation does the paraprofessional receive? Specify, if possible, the 
nature and duration of classroom and field training. Please provide also, 
for comparison's sake, a brief description of the eligibility requirements 
and nature and duration of training for fully-s\'7orn police officers in 
your locality. 

4. Please provide ~vhatever data is available concerning the demqgraphic 
characteristics of those persons hired as paraprofessional personnel in 
your department, e.g. age, criminal record, .sex, education, race, previous· 
occupation, occupation of parents, etc. 



5. Has your department performed any cost-benefit analysis of the para
professional program? If so, M1at ~.Jas the information which this analysis 
produced? 

6. Does the paraprofessional program have any built-in provisions for up-grading? 
That is, is there a schedule to allaH for movement from paraprofessional 
to fully-sworn police officer? Hhat is the specific nature of the schedule? 
Has any up-grading already occurred? If so hm.r many persons '.Jere involved? 
If no, \vhy? 



7. Has there any opposition to the paraprofessional program? Describe 
vThatever social, psychological, organizational or labor problems that 
were encountered, either in the department or in the community, in 
introducing and in operating a paraprofessional program. llmv were these 
resolved, and \'lith \vhat degree of success? 

8. Please describe the advantages, in the context of your ovm police department 
and community, of paraprofessionalization. These may include social or 
psychological advantages, organizational improvements, cost benefits, crime
fighting effectiveness, or \vhatever has been your experience. 
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Phys ed, first aid 
police/social 
sciences 

6 mos class, 6 
mos field for 

lpo's 
I 

I 
I 
' 

2 '..rks class plus 
first aid course 

6 mos class for 
po's 

N•761 
80% male 
all minority 

160% HS grad 

l 
lii=7Q 
!807, _live in 
1 prOJect area I in inner city 

I 
I 

I 
! 

I 
\ 

I
; Improved communit Police hostile: 
. relations threat of job loss 
I Cost savings Worsened when civ 
I Extra "eyes and serv lay-offs 
l ears" for PD excluded federal 
j funded CSO's 
1 Early resident 
l hostilitv 

CSO absentee 
i rate too high 

! 
I 
' 

I PO's relieved of Early police 
duties they don't resentment; also 

I 
do well: soc serv community 
Cost savings Both nov overcome 

i CSO' s don't make 
i community hostile 
l where 'l)o's do 
I . " 

I 
Reduction or 

I 
! 

crime 

I Originally had 
built-in ! up-grading but 

1 police union took 
1 to court and 
I concept declared 
! =constitutional 

I. b:cause ~y-passed 
c~v sernce 

i 

I 
I 

J 1-fi:.en fed fund 
!ceased city took 

1over but cut 
!size from 47fJ 
!CSO' s and dropped 
~=!nority emphasis 

! 
' 

~ 
.c-
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E 
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Rationale 

~1inoritv I recrui t~n t 
!Employ the under-I enployed 

troaden scope of 
dUl:ies of PD 
Reduce costs 
Increase 
specialization 

Expand services 
Reduce costs 

I 
Job 

Info/social serv 
Hork with youth 
Emergency service 
Safety hazards 
Crime prevention 
Civil disputes 

1$9312 
Sup'd by 3 sgts 

I 
I 
I 
! 

, . li . I i Commum.ty a~son 1 

I 
Survey security ! 
needs 
$5473 

I 

Prerequisite 

21-32 yrs 
Ability to 
communicate 

HS diplona 

I 
I I 
I Investigate car 

accidents 
i Vacant home 
i check 
I Take reports: 

I 
misdemeanors, 
missing persons 

. $8268 (for 29-hr 
liNk) 

I 
l 
\ 

I HS grad and now 
! in college 

I ~o felony record 
Ability to 

I 
communicate 
Unemployed for 
past 30 '~ays or 
earning wages 
bel= poverty 
level 

1 Traininr: 

\s wks class: law, 
area resources,. 

!crime prevention1 

lhUJ".an relations 

I 
! 

skills 

18 hrs first aid 
course 

None for liaison 
worker 
6 wks class and 
1 wk field for 
security work 

13 wks class and 
12 wks field for 
po 1 s 

1 wk class: 
patrol, first aid, 
self defense, PD 
policy 

I 
l 
I 
I 
t 

\ 
' I 
l 

l 
I 
' I 

' i 
13 10ks class, 8 wk~ 
field for po's j 

DemoP,;,rRn1Yl' CS 

:<=19 
male and female 
63;; minority 

:'1=24 
male and female 
80;~ Minority 

I ]\pnPf'i J-<: ' ! 
j po' s relieved of 
j non-enforcement 
i tasks 
I CSO' s now totally 
i accepted by po' s 
j =.d community 

l 
I 
I 
' I 
! 

I Cost savings 
j Greater profic

iency 

Provision of 
services without 
increase in 
budget 
Give on-the-job 
experience to 
crim justice 
students 

i 
t 
i 

P~"l-,1Pm<: 

po's objected to 
minority orien-
tat ion: fears 
about quality 
of applicant. 
Original minority 
rationale thus 
had to be dropped 

:lone noted 

No problems 
encountered 

r. (')'mT"rH=•n t: c 

Partly funded 

1 
by city 

I 
• 

I 
! 
l 

I 
I 

I 
I 
I 

I 
' 

28 CSO's have 
become swo= 
officers 

Fed f1.n1ded 

I CSO' s work part-
time and study 

l in criminal 
! justice 
! course at 
! college rest of 
j time 

i 
: Fed funded 

• 

I 

I 
i 

i 
• . 
l 

'-0 
V> 
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Rationale 

~.::J:J.cc costs 
Pic'v:.Gc: ~~c,ut::: 

~, .. " . ' I ; "c 

·..:.:.:1or:-:;:t2.~~-

.-.f" T':) 

1C r,!"C'.'iL>. r'c:-c: 
r-·-=r~c::::v l 

~--- t 

~ _i C·~lS 

!-'::.-:suce costs 
':ir:ori tv 
recruit:r.cnt 

Job 

=)(:~l:. c.h.lt:-· 

CRr safe:~:~ c: l\:'C~ 

:=scorL r.ir:o1 
cf f --:-1c.~ors 
Cri.r:1c- ~n.::l ~.·--:i:.; 

S2 .. 7"jj.Jr (p.;:rt-

:h c) 

Prerequisite 

1~'"~ '"Y.. ::i _l,. 

0r1rollcl~ ~·, 

coJJ~~~-r 

I 
I 

~-'.r~· foot I'<J.t:-cl 
::cs:-,o:J.d to '\ . .::ll~.-

1 :..:.:/' CGTJ.;)J;,i:.:=_'· 

'l JS. '),__,~j:lr 
Cc C '"I 

1·• ·!i·)2o::: 

f'Zl'~-::; ~} '.Tl ..L 

'-.. :-: <""'~:-

-. '.- '(' ·.,. 1 - ........ I ,_, " .. . ~ '"· -

.otori:::c....: ;;utrol 
I 
1·-'it:1 .:J. Pr· to 
?ronotc _r-ood 
con;r'y r..::lDtior.s, 
7ive errerr scrv 

, ~1clp. L~1. C~n 

i sup' d i)v <J. pr· 

I 

Sar..o...: 2::; 

1:ut .J?C 

t0 1·'1 .. 

:c~ ro' :_-; 
lo·.:...__ r12d 

-~::e;JCrt-tal.i:lf -~~ Sarc as fer PC 
Cro,..·:d contrcl but .J.f"C lo·. erc.cl 

5ca'!:"ch and rt.=:scue I tn 12 
Crine: pr~V._:~1tion rr~rollr.LnL i;: 
\ssist ir: iiJ.v~.:st- collLr-c 
·ir2tio11s. 
.. :..rout·; 1
,. 

1:;; 
(pi:lrt-tirr<::) 

Traininrr 

l-cl2v cl~~s, Tl~~: 

ir:-s..:.:rvic\ 
2..4 --~-'.:: fo;- ~n' ·~ 

l3 ~.:Ls c2.t:.s: 
~;;J.r.c: .J.S :or f':'' c: 

14 ~.:L::. cl.:ls."1, 
sar.;c- .::!.~ f0 

Demo:;n:-ap"!t i r~"' 

].. S-22 ·rrs 
"'~].. "• an C. fer· ale 
:.:. ~· l·::r.crit~· 

'Rt)n~f"; t"c 

~nst s~·ri::fs 

1~css vic:!c:r.ce 
nt I:tfo clc-::;;_ 

.,'~ ... cri~ir:~l rccor.:~ o~. ~:i ..-~· t s~i ft: 
~~. cr1r JUSt lclt1ZLDS ~C2Ct 
::;t·J(1.c-nts {1·.cttcr tr '":S0's 

thnn 1' 1"'sa 

~-~[., r, Incrca::>2G r0licc 
2.~-L,2 ~·r-::; (nvr:26~visihility i:1. 

I
~::Jl~ ::J~c fenale 
4r_1:·; J~inor-i ty 

16 

!·· = 0 

l:i anc: f L'T""alc~ 
rc;J'n 

1lif:l criDc 
::Jrei:ls 

nscft.:.J c2rcc:r 
f:..Iid~:-:ce f0:" ('~r-.,t S 

1

\s <Jn o:ficcr
tr~ini~~ nr0;.r~ar: 
'f'raCuatc." rsn' s 
>crfcrr: :,ct ::er 

~::!2.r. rcr-~ recruit:; 

rl 'irco-r-i::.· rcc-r-uit

~cr:t. 

I 

1'-rnh 1 ~me:: 

:::1r1~~ rese~~r:ent 

();o;--osition frono 
Dolice union: 
infrinpe on their 
ove:::-tir·e jo1Js. 
C:Jse no" before 
st::1te ;J.r1~::treltion 

1 oc,rc'. 

~iclC cor.T.a:-tCers 
Un' .... ~i~~i:-lf tO fiVe 
u~:; T'G's to staff 
C". ve:1icle, so 
lci:lst desiralole 
officers t:ere 
piven U?· Bad for 
CT: 

I.arl '.~ /O lice 
OD:"OSiticn 

r.nmmPnt"c: 

Federallv fu:1dcd 
Several CS~''s 
LCCCI~C P0' 5 

Sone CSO' s -::ork 
part-tillle, soroe 
full-time 

T'eC funded. :=-unds 
2.nd pro;:!rar:::. no1.1 

cliscontint!ed. 
15 becarc PO's 
0rig. CR e"phasis 
changed; prc.dually 
became re~ patrol 
car responcinf to 
cri~. calls, ~ith 
CSO in it. 

Cit:; fundeC. 
13 CSO'~ becar::c 
r("lis since start 
of nrogran:. 
P'J expects ;:o 
nun:ber of CSC'' s 

)lE 

..0 
cr-. 
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Rationale Job Prerequisite 

Reduce crime by \Motorized radio- I 18-35 yrs 
relieving PO's ! dispatched patrol HS diploma 
of certain tasks to respond to I No felony 

service calls conviction 

Increased calls 
for service. 
Manpower shortage 
Budget reductions 

Relieve PO's of 
certain duties 

I . 

Foot patrol 
Desk duty 

Non-enforcement 18-20 yrs 
duties ~HS diploma 
Preliminary invest Acceptable back-
igation of non-
criminal matters 
Serve subpoenas 
$9626 

I Info/ social ser
lvices 513,570 
ISup'd by 1 lieut. 
I 
I 

! ground. Written 
and oral exam. 

No criminal recor 
Experience in 
community action 

Improve co=uni- iTraffic control j 18 yr. min. 
cations between ~·~usd. crime repor4 HS grad. 
police ~~d minor-,Residence and 1 Unemployed for 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

! 

! 
ity coi!II!lunity. ltusiness checks I 30 days or under-! 

I Reduce crime !Promote CR: l employed. 
l1inority recruit- !attend area meet- I 
ment. lings, visit I 

!schools $7584. I 
!Sup'd by 3 PO's 
ia."l.d l sgt. 

~ I . I 

\ 
l 

i 
l 

Traininr: 

5 wks class, 3 wks 
field 

1 wk human inter
action course. 
7 wks for PO's 

in-service &"1d 
class,. uas neededu 
(4 wk. class is 
planned) 

Demo'?'rnn11i c~ 

N = 43 
I male and female 

j 

l 
I 
I 

l 
i 

1 

N = 1 
female 
minority 
21 yrs. 

IN = 24 
118-26 yrs 

I 
male and female 
all minority 

I 
t 
i 
i 

i 
! 
i 

I "·::Crt"f; t" I Pro1'' -~c; r""""""nt'l 
I ' I I 
\Freed 15 PO's for !Almost half PO's Part of re-structur-
lather tasks. do not favor con- ed neighbourhood 

1CSO's handle 33% ! cept. CSO's dis- unit effort. I of all radio calls! satisfied with lack I:i:scretion of CSO's 
87% of public are j of job security or I good: call in PO 

,pleased. Crime \advancement lwhen needed; no 
I increases at 1 1 needless requests 
jlower rate i ! for P .0. ed fund 

!spent on enforce-
1ment tasks. 
!Service provision 
!to community. 

Reduced crime 
Better community 
relations 

Better community 
relations. 
PD more ethnic
ally representa
tive. More PO's 
on the street at 
reduced cost. 

I only means by which 
iservices can contin
!ue to be supplied 

j 

Initial police and j In context of a 
public apprehension! neighbourhood unit 
eased with time. l CSO works out of 

Initial opposition 
from residents: 
don't want police 
facility in area 
No"' overcome. 

! office in area. 

I CSO' s "'ork out of 

l
i neighbourhood 

offices 8 CSO's 
1 in each of 3 
1 locations. 

I 
l 
! 
I 

! 

i 

"" ..., 



:, I Rationale I Job Trainin~e [ Demo~rRn'11<::"' ll,(>f\PHt" 1 Prph1PmS r (:nMI"M>ts 

·- 1De-fuse potential 2~-3? yrs 18 wk, same as P.o.\21-35 yrs ~-Relieves p:o.'s \Earl~ p.o. concern:.S CS~'s have become_\ 

G 

p 

Q 

T',elieve po's of 
non-enforcement 
duties 

\ Recruitraent 

Improve police 
service 

I racial situations liS d~ploma ' =le and female for crime tightingi CSO JOb overlap p.o. s, in 3 yrs \ 
Patrol housing ~o felony convic I 1 minority , mi h"rl i with own since start of 

1 - I 'Der ts ~ ng 1 proJects i representation i 
1 

h f 
11 

1 program i 
Wo!."k in schools J I 1

1
-ess. t. an .u Y I \Intensive supervisio-.h, • l qual~f~ed people 1 I 

1

-::-<on-enfo!."c · t call , ! 1 · 
1 

of CSO 's 
Organize youth 1 ! I ; l l 
I events 1 I \ I i 
$7020 I • I I 1 

I I . I ! 
Sup' d by 1 p. o. I I ! ; I 

' . ' . I I 

~~Para~ed~c duties 
1
118-35 yrs II Training for para-l Avg 22 yrs lcso's provide None whatsoever ! ! 

l\onc.J.mlnal ser- Pass oral and r.Jedic certification• nale and female 1much-needed serv l l 

s·. "C l ' ' lvice calls !background exam ~Also in-service 110% minority land relieve P.o.'s '1 I 
14

"- 1 No criminal recor I for hig.'1er i 1 

I I I ! !prioritv problems I J 

' ! 1 
: l 1 I I t ! I i ; l 

l I I • ' f j 

I I I J I i 
Broaden se=vices i Info/social !'same as for p.o. I l:-<=2 [l;ood exnerlence lias not success- !Federally funded I 
Relieve sworn \services : !male and female \for CSO's fully developed !Both CSO's r;;ant 

1 officers i Assist p.o. r;;ith j i jminortty i_ community relations! to become p.o.'s 1 

:1inority recruit. I family disputes j ! j i contacts j I 
Community relat. 1 Uo!."k with youth I l ! : Initial police j 1_ 

1 I Attend community ! l ! opposition : 1 I j=•Ungo I i i i ovm- ~-- ! I $10170 I I l i . I 

I - ! ! 1 . 
I I ' j I 

I Minority ! Community rela- '..6-29 yrs on-the-job i !Re::!.eves PO's for ~o problems i CSO c~n serve only I 
recruitment l tions. Familiar with 17 v1ks for PO's I jcr1.me work 13 vr~, then must , 

1 <Patrol neiehbourhood 1Permits employ- I oual~fy as PO or 
1 1 Service call" problems ! !ment of minorities leave 

R II I Assist in handl- I <Cost savings . Six CSO's,have 
I ing school j ! become PO s. 

I ! disruptions ; l 
i $12200 ! I I 
I 1 ' I 

' ' 'I : ! 

I. l I i i 
I . . 

I l I ; I i ) ; 
I I . j i ~ ! i 

~ 

:::0 
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!\a~iona:e 

Increase officer 
pacrol time 
Reduce cost.s. 

!Zelieve PO's of 
s.ervice duties 

!Zising crine, 
hig!t PO salary 
created manpower 
shortage 
~inority repres
entation 
Pol ice-conlllluni ty 
r"lation,;. 

Crime control in 
lO\..'-inCOmt.! 
hou,; ing projects 

J 0~) "!"rere<1 u1s-f t.e :rn-:n~ nr~ 
1 Demo!'"raohics Benefits Preble~"' Comments 

Investigate 
accidents, 
vandalism, 
abandoned cars, 
thefts 

118-20 yrs 
must obtain liS 

6 wks 
3 wks 

class 11 

field; 
N = 10 I Save PO time -
lOZ minority Increase PO patrol 

Public and police 
got intensive 
indoctrination of 
program before 
started. Good media 
coverace. The 500 
PO's were consulted 

Assist at major 
crime scenes. 
$6768 
Sup'd by 1 sgt. 

~!otorized patrol 
Dandle non-police 
cal~s for service 
$7998 

I diploma before 
21st birthday 
No felony convic. 

18-65 yrs 
HS diploma 

6 wks ride with 
experienced po. 
18 ~o:ks for PO's 
3 wks ride 

5 wks class, 3 wks 
field. 
15 wks for PO's 

3 wks classroom 

male and fe!Tl.a!.e 
18-20 yrs 
US or some calleR 

~l = 39 
male and female 
25;~ minority 

!·! = 15 Cocrmunity relation~ 17-28 
Family disputes Ability to commun-~1 month at c:Jildre~6o;: male 
not i:~ violent icate with youth. shelter. All minority 
stage. Aiding t:o history of Seminars at local All have l!S or 
elderly. $6969 drugs. No felony 
Sup'd by 4 PO's conviction. Good 

1

-. .charac~er. 

Patrol 
~:on-enf orc<2:men t 
Services 
$7280 

I Pass an exam 

Ability to 
com.'llunicate 
Priority given 
to residents of 
housing projec~s 
~lo felony 
conviction. 

colleee 
21 wks classroom 
and 24 wks fi~ld 

for PO's. 

7 wks classroom 
troining in first 
aid, psychology, 
defense, law 
6 wks classroom 
and 6 wks field 
for PO's. 

some college 

19-62 yrs. 
307. minority 
or female 
50% HS grad. 

"beforehand; comm.:nts 
solicited. 

Reduced costs PO at first re~ist- Federally funded 
!lecause CSO' s have ed; nm: accepts ~~ssive media 
no arrest po ... :crs, concept. campaign re: pro~:rarr. 

tltev l~>arn to l,e- 8 CSO' s have beco~<-
come excellent 

1 
PO's 

mediators .. 

Police suspicious 
that CSO' s vill 

Operates out of 
mobile van in 

lcso's have become 
sympathetic to 
nolice treatmen~ 
of minorities, 
have altered out
!ool~ of citizens 
accordinr,lv. 

abuse their author-~community, but not 
ity, but attitudes satisfactory;tryinr, 
:!_mprovinf.. I to find perman~nt 

Cost savinr.s. 
!Improved police
Corr~unity relation 
Contact tJit:t 
criminal element 
useful to detect
ives. 

Cost savinrs I !los till ty from 
Citizen ratin~ nolice and com-
of police ser~ices,~unity youth over
rose from s;: come JY passage of 
satisfi~d before time. 

_program to tn;; 
after.. !~eduction 

in crlme cluctJmcnt-
cd 

community location.[
Important that CSO 

-not handle criminal 

I matters; else infrin •. e 
on PO feeling of jc~ 

I security. 
Federally funded. 

Federally funded, 
Classroom trainir.? 
dropped, no~ fielC 
orientation. 
Patrol in 2's and 
3's during nif'hl. '"" '"" 
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Rationale 

Improve police
community 
relations in a 

,minority 
I community 

Relieve officers 
of non-criminal 
duties and 

I increase their 
patrol time 

I Minority 
re crui tmen t 

I 
Police-community 
relations 

Job T Pre reo uisi te Traininr: f Demo?,rAT'•1 ! i r..o:; 

I 
Establish rapport! 
with citizens I 
Provide services 
and info~ation I 
Respond to police 

Ability to 
communicate 

10 wks basic 
police training 
+ 40-hr seminar 
in counseling 

\ 

Cl=6 male and 
female 

calls ! 
Deal with dis- ! 
orderly groups I 
Supervised by 1 ! 
detective i 

1 ss5ao 1 
. I 

I 

I Handle all publici I service calls 
Search & rescue 

I Absentee 
I residence checks 
I I I Supervised by l I officer I 

:-<on-hazardous I 
foot and motor I 
patrols: 

1 observe and 
jre?ort_c~nditionsj 

TaKe c1t1zen ; 
c~mfl.ai~ts . c ~ ~ca . Ass~st 
PO s in thP fip 

' ! Assist in I 
1 juvenile division! 

Assist in patrol l 
division 
Interpret 
s1o188 1 

\ 
i 

l 
i 

Pass "Written 

12 wks for p.o.'s 

All minoritv 
j 23-35 yrs · 

! 
Some have minor 
criminal records 

I 
:fast have HS 
diplona 

I 

Informal in-service! :1=4 
oral & physical i training 

exaTJs l Some formal 
I 

Personal resource training in first 
fulness aid, raJio 

connnunications, 

18-20 yrs 
male 
liS diploma 
So:>eak minority 
language 

21 yrs min 
HS diploma 
llo criminal 
record 
Gooc.1 moral 
character 

report writing 

i 6 wl:s on report ! 
lcc-riting and general! 
police duties I 

I : 
! I 
I i ! I 

~~- No formal training 
12 wks for p.o.'s 

I 
l: 
! 

N=l 
44 yrs 
minority group 
Former police 
reservist 

'',enf• fiT •; \ 0 rnl1,c.rns -,-Cnrn~;co-~----T----

! r--· I 
i Better police 
I communitv 

I CSO' s receive little! 
relations bet ! direct supervision ! 

1 Problems in 

I relation~ 
\ established 

! 
! 
' 

CSO' s handle 
about 25% of 
all in-coming 
calls 

l 

' 

police and CSO's 1 are "relatively 
~fost police have I independent" I 
had little contact j They carry portable! 
with CSO's; lack 1 radios to maintain 1 
confidence in 'I constant contact : 
them with department ! 
CSO's not 1 
integrated into 
departw.en t 
functioning 

Officers are 
handling calls 
that should be 
turned over to 
CSO's 

i Federally funded 

I 
! 

Federal funding 

none noted :TJ.one noted A work-study pro
gram, with CSO's 
working 20 hrs/wk 
and taking police 
science courses 
20 hrs/wk 

Developed good 
rapport with 
citizens and 
commu.TJ.ity 
agencies 
Lessoned police
minority tensions 

Initial police 
distrust of CSO 

I Federally funded 
! CSO assists other 
j public agencies 
:as well, as 
I needed 

l 
l 
' I 
l 
! 

-0 
0 
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!\ationale I Job Prere<1uisite ! Train1n~ T)c~T"1n~;1 r, 1 1r'-": :•,~npF~t.- r>r 1 ,r~•·H:! ~ rr. .,..,. ...... ~~ 

.Minority I Patrol in 19-50 yrs I "basic"training ~i=S i Program is very 
!representation ~-minority areas lOth grade educ. 1. but shorter tha..n all ninority ! l new 

I 
$11960 Good character l for p .o. 's all Male \ j Federally funded 

Familiar "<lith ! ' J 

1 j minority I ; 
1 t language~ customs j 
\ ______ - ___ l__ l : 

I 
-··----·-

. I 

rree p.o. 's from Non-hazardous ills Dipl I 3 vks: departtclent JN=8 Reduced response P.O. opposition: Federally funded 
service duties police matters: I related exper. I policy, city I tine (about 3%) feared dis- City is expected 

I Improve services traffic, maliciouS Ability to resources ! Fe-wer cases placement. Has to take over 
jrmprove police mischief, health/\ communicate I 5-3 uks for p.o.'s j handled bv n.o.'s not been resolved funding 

1

-CR safety hazards · (about 30% fe'Wer) Displacement fears 
' ' Reduce police petty theft 1 , Being handled bv being realized 

lrespons~ time $11750 i 'cso's . i Problem over what 
I sup' d by 1 sgt: ! ' cases CSO' s should 
I ' i 1 handle: must be 

restricted to n03-

I 
i dangerous, involv. 

j no arrests 

I Relieve p.o. 's ofj:,on-enforcement B.A. degree ~=1 : CSO MOre Early opposition Federally funded I service tasks ! $7690 5 wks police ;36 yrs ; accessible to from p .o. 's City not expected 
I i sup' d by 1 sgt reserve training ifenale 'public because of threat to talce over 
1
1 l Experience •;orkng lwhite · to their position. funding 

I
I i with people i Later overcome 

\ :lo crininal recor ' · Lack of job l l security for CSO 
---------~----~ 

~~ Police -GR j Assist in crime j Unel'lployed for 6 1 wk -~~as~:-;:p-:--~early 20's . 

l 
Relieve workload provention,atten~ nos procedures, youth ho criminal record: 
of p.o. 's area meet:ings ; Hinority member prograr..s, la.; hs or higher 

Act as translatorj 10 vks for p. o. 's 
' when language I problem Ethnic 
1 liaison work 

Federally funded 
program 
started 
ago 

just 
2 months 

-0 



1 _ fZatior..ale J Job ! Prerenuisite I Tra:!.ninr~ ! Denov:r<1n1-: { r-s 
r , 1 1 

I 
Relieve p.o. 's Desk duty I 

EE 

of non-enforc't non-raw i 
duty enforcement calls, 

I Preventive I Theft, vandalism 
i patrol 1 etc. if not in 

I 
Police CR 
Improved 
services 

l 
\ 

progress 
motorized patrol 
. \ttend area 
meetings 
$10251 

18 yrs minimum 
l!S diploma 
Good moral 
character 

2 wk class: 
dept procedure, 
law,self defense 
public relations 
4 ,..k field 
7 vks for p.o. 

I ' i 
! ! 

I I Reduce crime 
!Improve delivery 

l
of n~n-enforc't 
serv1ces 
:1inority 
I recruitment 

i 
i Take service 
I calls 
l Desk duty 
! $8632 

13-45 yrs 
9th grade ed 

_____ ;__ ' 

40 wks class 
distributed over 
1-yr period 

Cl=l2 
20-25 yrs 
clo crin 
record 
male and female 
~linori ty group 
represented 
Most have sene 
college 

~=20 

nale and female 
33~; minority 
group 
all US grad or 
more 

I \avg. age: 24 yrs. 

FF I 

I 

I 
i 

u,r·n ~~ f r r-....:; P ro1) 1 .-.. rr.,s C ".,..._ .. -.,.., r- s t----
' 

Provides p.o. 's \ Early p.o. Federally funded 
17% more ti~e on , hostility: fear CSO's now 
serious matters , of encroachment organizing selves; 
Field investigation on own functions rep'd by police 
time for p.o.'s · Now more favorable •.mien 
increased, quality . accord to survey Some p.o. 's think 
of reports inprovcl: of p.o.'s public prefer to 
Improved response ' High CSO turn- deal ~~th p.o • 
~time ; over: need for than CSO: Since 
:90% increase in better selection public survey 
_n.d. productivity proc and adv&<c't shows public 
:23Z increase in opportunities satisfied, this 
,arrest rate ~ot enough CSO p.o. statement 
'Cost savings supervision reflects continuing 
:community happy P .0. hostility, 

not public 
disaffection 

------- -------- - r------------------
,cso 's make better Insufficient pre- i Federally funded 
'p.o. 's later when planning led to i Originally 5 
:appointed early problems: ~ CSO's later incr 
i,After supervisor no one person in i to 20 
appointed, charge, CSO job Six CSO' s have 
;problems (see next not defined, p.o. 's become p.o. 's 
:col ) resolved; hostile due to job 
~rogram re-organi- threat; p.o.'s 
,zed, clarified, :also felt it 
·strengthened 1 incongruous to 

·expect HS drop
Freed 20 p.o.'s of outs to do police 
bon-crime duties, \;ork. 
p. o. 's now :Poor early screen' g 
favorable to idea ]led to hiring 
Reduced crime 
:Cost savings 
~nority recruit
ment 

)undesirable people 
!P.O. 's,white CSO's 
;felt minority CSO's 
:got more lenient 

lmproved Police CR'dept treatment 
:Peer group pressure 
:made hiring 
'minority CSO' s 
difficult 

..... 
0 
N 



: .". r.:>:-t t.:.ationale 1 Job 1 Prerenuisit:e Traininrr i T1P!Iln~r.tlr.'·-{ r:~ 

II Police CR Handle all non- 17-21 yrs !1 .,k plus in-servicb 

1 ~r~n;-O.:~r.: nr:o·i~ ~fJl !~_CD~"=-!1_!:.~-- 1 

GG 

HH 

II 

JJ 

Improve delivery criminal matters, I HS diploma ~ 7 "lolks for PO's I 
of ncn-enf't school disorders No criminal recor I 

I 

I services $11;80 ! Good backgrou.TJ.d I I 
Better crime sup d by 1 sgt. l I 

: control ! i 
! Recruitment ,

1
• I 

I I 

I I I 

I 
I I 
\ ! 

i . 

N = 10 
I 

!Foot patrol of PO reaction, Federally funded 
\CSO's has improved according to sur- nO"Iol city funded 
jpolice CR vey, not so favora- 36 CSO's have be-
\Reduced crime ble. Many had come PO's. Plans 
~Surveys showed little contact vith to increase number 

1community happy CSO's; others felt of CSO's from 10 

l
iwith program. good for CR but no to 40. 
Cost savings. effect on PO work-

load: but stats 
show CSO's handled 
700 calls during 
year • 

\1 Re~ieve work- il>esk duty. -l Same ~s for PO~-~ on-the-job ; N = 3 :Recruitment :none Fed funded. Now 
load of PO's !Develop ties vith I but age min. loverl ·White, male 1Relieved PO's taken over by city 

1 Recruitment :community. Assist\ (18 yrs) ~ ; 18-21 yrs. ~of certain tasks 5 CSO's have become 

I 
Police CR, :PO's. Crime lab l i 'All enrolled in :cost savings PO's. Since city 

, especially with ;$4804 i . ; college took over funding, 
·~·youth. ! ; : job now only desk 

l ; ' 
1 

duty. ! 
I ~ • ------------------------- - , -~ 

1 
Manpover shortage ~raffic control field 19-22 yrs ;Relieves PO's fo; -~Some CSO' s too ; Summer program. 

rublic relations students in col- :crime related :autocratic. 

Relieve PO's for I crime-related 

1 

tasks 

! 

I 
t 

53.00/hr lege crim. just vork 'No PO opposition: 

Neighbourhood 
botor patrol 
kespond to calls 
ifor services 
' $10,765 

18 
:-lo 
HS 

yrs min. 
felony convic. 
diploma 

8 wks field 

courses. No : p. d. not unionized 
criminal record 
Male and female 
No minority group; 

]N = 12 ;Has only been in Early PO opposition:iPart of neighbour-
118-30 yrs ;operation 3 months loss of jobs fearedihood unit. 
\male and female <Of the 6,000 calls Nov resolved. !Stats (see benefits 
i 40% minority !for service in j col) show assign-
IRS grad or better ;that period, 1/3 iments to CSO's err 
. :could have been ! on side of caution. 
I ~and led by CSOs; , l 
I i.n actUal ooeration i 

;1/4 vere. . ' ! 
. I 

! 
1 
I 
! 

-::> 
w 

i 
L 
I' 
~ 
\! 
~ 



J •. r~ Rationale t Job 1)rerenuisit.e I Tra .. 'ninfT ! nemo~rnp1 :i~:=-1 ! r>,fl'T''!f~-Fitc nr01l,Cf2S I (;tV""'T'I'It:.T'I"t'<: 

' l i I \ i I 

K.'C 

'LL 

'HH 

~NN 

Community 
relation 
Crime reduction 
-~Delinquency 
prevention 

I 

Hanpower shortage 
Budget problems 

~~Mediate police lns grad l weekly classes N = 2 male ~ew program ' jFederally funded 
, community problems! Familiar vit:h 1 and field trips early 20's l\Jork out: of com-
l,Pat:rol housing J area. }'!erit: i jmunit:y location as 
projects jpublic trust ~art of over-all 
:Crime prevention j ~olice youth service 
!Work with youth 1 !centre. 
!clerical l : 
1$7800 i • 

i l 
~acant house \HS grad 
' I !check. •21 vr. min 
' I " 
~nor investigatio~s good character 
Service calls <No record 
~9183 ~(same as PO) 

k "ks field 
j9 wks class 
19 "ks class 
il2 wks field for 

N = 4 Freed PO's from 
Of 8 since progra~ nuisance calls 
start 5 yrs. ago: ~ost savings 

jNo problems noted :When fed. funding 
iceases, program 
)Will be cut to 
\2 CSO' s 
! 

Sup'd by 1 sgt 
I i 

PO male and female, 
1 minority, 
21-27 yrs. 

--.--
1 1 • ; 1 . , 
illmprove relations fommunity !us diploma Coach/pupil !mostly minority ~thnic cooperation :No problems Fork in CR unit 
"ith minority relations, work iAbility to com- field training jgroup ~roadened under-

1
2 CSO's have become 

community \with youth jmunicate. plus in-service imale and female ~tanding of PO's !PO's. This city 

1 i $11066 lEi-lingual as needed : j>reviously had CSO' s 
I I sup' d by 1 sgt i , , idoing patrol_but was 

l i j ' ' \dropped due to role 
i i : !confusion with PO's 

L ~ ~ : ; ~ 

ease racial 
unrest. 

;To assist PO. 
'Traffic control 
!and investigation 
lClerical. 
Other station 
ruties 

! 

! 9th grade ed. 
! 18 yr min 
[Ability to use 
j firearms 

I 
i 
', 

' ' 
I : 

; K: 1 :cost savings Early PO suspicion 
overcome with time 

1-Jhen fed. fU1'1ding 
ceased, number of 
CSO's was cut to 1 
and duties narrowed 

0 _,.. 



\ ,.., Rationale Job Trainin I Dem0e"t"r""'lp,·'dr:o::; I 1 ~r~no~+"1t"' J tsrq1)1P"~""S 1 r;g1'TTT'l'lr.o-n'l'"e ! __ _ 

!Improve police i Report taking I HS diploma wks N = 6 PO's 'ICOrried 
CSO's would 

Fed. funded 

!
services. esp. \when no suspect \ M~y have minor wks for POs 
response time, i present. Traffic ! arrest record 

00 I by relieving I $9892 
PO's of service 
tasks 

21-30 yrs 
mostly female 
66% minority 
group 
no record 

Relieves PO's 
for true police 
problems 
cost savings 

! jeopardize PO 
position. Has 
eased vith time 

I' Recruitl:lent ~,outine patrol All CSO candi- N = 100 
Improve I Station duties dates are drawn 15-18 yrs 

I police caliber j $2. 30/hr from youth law No criminal insights into 
group assoc'd record police work 

Provides 
students with 

none This program 
involved 20 
different communi~ies 
iatrol wasnt included 1

1 with Bov Scouts male and female Gives summer 

PP 1 \ ~~r2~_;:~t~:~~od ~~o=~or!~~ut job to students 

II j Those scoring 33% have police 

t in dangerous 
communities. Summer 
program. Federally 
funded. 

! highest on final in family 
1 exam become CSO's 

- t 

: QQ 

. ---~ --~ -,--- : 
I I I I . 
kimited budget Foot patrol in 117 yr min. !irregular in- I N=l2, male and Reduced nuisance PO's opposed: Fed. funded. 
Community schools, parks l no felony convic 1service: lav, psyc~: female 33% work for PO's infringement of Operates cut 
relatior..s, Handle youth 1 jCR. first aid, l minority,HS or Cost savings. duties, CSO's CR unit. 
esp "-'ith youth complaints \ !report writing \ better. too young, CR 

crowd control 1 ! i useless. Over-
$7230 j' I i time, some opposi-

~ l i tion easing. 

of 

I 
: 
I 

:::;, 
'-" 

--1 

i 
I 

J 
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I \ I :\'~~ 

R.R 

ss 

TT 

Community unrest 
Crime prevention 

Serve as buffer 
between police 
a."ld community 
$6636 
minimally sup'd 
by 1 sgt 

none~ 

except "good" 
background 
Criminal record 

r-.ay be accepted 

i : I ~l 
'! I I '.'l . I ~ 

I on-the-job i N = 10 ! PO's have taken Opposition from I Suggestion for cso• i: 
t 22 wks for PO ; Host are minor- over many duties PO"s:said CSO's . to be hired came tl 
I I I ti,> 

j . ity. ! CSO's used to were placated t from community tj 
• 

1 perform: militants. Operates out of j:{ 
"CSO concept Opposition from CR unit. J..\ 

i obsolete" . p~blic: CSO' s Budget cuts reduc- 0 
are stoolies. ed number of CSO's 

: j Good media cover- to 4. 
! ' age has helped 

1 I t improve accept-
' I ; I ance. 

I J ·--- ___ ._i __ _ 

J I ---,- . - l 
I ' I I Police CR I Building rapport Selected from thj' in-service: 
I ' Information community they . law, police work 
i II and services would be working l 
1 Solve community in. 1' 

I , problems "'ithout 

I Recruitment 

l bringing in PO. ' 
l $6000 

jstation duty 
j Answer calls for 
! senrice. 
rs200 

pass series 
of tests and 
exams 
(same as PO) 

1 wk: dept 
procedures 
9 wks for POs 

21-35 yrs. improved CR 
male and female 
HS or better 
mostly minority 
group. 

18-21 yrs Recruitment 
no record Cost savings 

i all rr~le HS grad 

PO's felt threat
ened by CSO's ; 
In-service college: 
sensitivity ; 
program conducted l 

I 
to resolve preble~ 

no problems 

2 esc's have 
become PO's 

10 esc's !lave 
became PO's 

::::> 
::--

! 


